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T

he forces of Syrian President Bashar Assad are
tightening the siege of the
rebel-held sector of the
ancient city of Aleppo in
what many analysts say could be
the decisive battle of the 5-year-old
Syrian war.
The city council estimates there
are 326,000 civilians trapped inside
the rebel-held enclave in the eastern sector of the city.
“We’re facing a major humanitarian crisis and nobody’s helping us,”
declared council leader Brita Haji
Hasan. “Everyone’s just watching.
Most of the civilians already dying
are women and children.”
Those in Aleppo are cut off from
relief aid as their food supplies,
along with electricity and water,
steadily dwindle.
The price of what food is available is skyrocketing as Assad’s forces
tighten the noose around the rebel
stronghold in a bid to bolster the
government’s position at UN-sponsored peace negotiations scheduled
to resume in Geneva in August.
International aid groups warned
that those left in the rebel enclave
face starvation within weeks while
the handful of medical centres still
functioning are repeatedly bombed.
Hasan said the rebel-held sector
can “keep going for two or three
months but the people will starve in
large numbers”.
The regime seems intent on
starving the rebel stronghold into
submission, a tactic Damascus has
repeatedly employed since the uprising against Assad’s harsh rule
erupted in March 2011.
Damascus insists air raids on
Aleppo are aimed at rebel forces
but, according to Brett McGurk,

Young Syrian boys read a leaflet dropped by the Syrian Army over opposition-held Aleppo districts
asking residents to cooperate with the military and calling on fighters to surrender, on July 28th.
the US official who deals with the
rebel groups, the Syrian Air Force
is a “criminal enterprise” dropping
highly destructive barrel bombs —
metal containers such as oil drums
filled with explosives and shrapnel
— on civilian areas and hospitals.
Aleppo, one of the oldest inhabited sites in the world, has been divided since mid-2012, with rebels
holding the eastern sector and As-

Those still in Aleppo
are totally cut off
from relief aid.

sad’s forces the western part.
On July 16th-17th, government
forces, supported by Russian air
power, Hezbollah and other Iranian-backed Shia militias, completed
the encirclement of the rebel sector
by cutting the insurgents’ last supply lifeline known as the Castello
Road, which runs north to the Turkish border.
On July 28th, Russian Defence
Minister Sergei Shoygu said three
humanitarian corridors were being
opened to allow civilians to flee. Assad announced a general amnesty
for rebels who surrender. Few people — fighters or civilians — however,

have tried to leave the city.
Aleppo is the last strategic urban stronghold held by a rebellion,
which has been on the defensive
since Russia unleashed its firepower to save Assad in September 2015.
“Whoever emerges victorious
from the battle will come closer to a
nationwide victory,” observed Syrian politician Ammar Bakour. “The
battle for Aleppo is crucial to both
sides.”

Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of The
Arab Weekly.
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Europe reeling following wave of terror
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

E

urope was reeling following a slew of lone-wolf
terrorist attacks in France
and Germany demonstrated the ever-changing
threat posed by the Islamic State
(ISIS) and its narrative.
The killing of an 85-year-old
Catholic priest in a church in
northern France by two teenagers of North African descent who
pledged allegiance to ISIS was less
than two weeks after the Bastille
Day attack in Nice where authorities faced criticism for failing to
protect the crowded celebrations
on the Promenade des Anglais in
which 84 people were killed.
French authorities were under
additional pressure after it was revealed that both attackers in SaintEtienne-du-Rouvray were being
monitored before the attack. One
of the attackers had been stopped
from travelling to Syria and was

Members of French special police forces of Research and
Intervention Brigade (BRI) carry out a raid after a terror attack on
a church near Rouen in Normandy, France, on July 26th.
facing unrelated terrorism-related
charges. He was out on bail and his
electronic bracelet was turned off
for four hours each day, the window during which priest Jacques
Hamel was killed.

Attacks in Germany by recent arrivals — an axe assault on a train in
Wurzburg by an Afghan teen and a
suicide-bombing in Ansbach by a
Syrian refugee with ties to ISIS —
raised questions about Chancellor

Angela Merkel’s open-door refugee
policy.
Fears of terrorism were high in
Germany after an earlier shooting
and a knife attack in which a total
of 11 people were killed.
German authorities were criticised for their handling of the Ansbach bombing, in which 15 people
were injured, after it was revealed
that the bomber was known to have
fought for an al-Qaeda-affiliated
group in Syria. ISIS subsequently
claimed the attacker as a member.
The recent attacks were carried
out by so-called “lone wolves”
and all the assailants filmed videos
pledging allegiance to ISIS. Such
actions represent a new phenomenon of ISIS-inspired terrorism
carried out by people with no direct link to ISIS but whose attacks
are subsequently claimed by the
group.
Another twist, as shown by the
attacks in Nice, Normandy and
Wurzburg, involved terrorists using low-grade, everyday items —
knives and a lorry — as their weapons.

ISIS spokesman Abu Muhammad
al-Adnani previously called on
supporters in the West to kill those
the group deemed non-believers
“in any manner or way, however it
may be”.

Attacks in France
and Germany
demonstrated the
ever-changing
threat posed by the
Islamic State (ISIS)
and its narrative.
“Smash his head with a rock or
slaughter him with a knife, or run
him over with your car, or throw
him down from a high place, or
choke him or poison him,” Adnani
said.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.
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Struggle for Aleppo may be Syria’s last big battle
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

O

nce hailed as the “industrial capital” of Syria, Aleppo is a besieged
and war-torn city. Government troops, supported by the Russian Air Force,
completed the encirclement of the
city in July, imposing a siege aimed
at forcing rebel groups holding out
there to surrender.
It is widely believed that if Aleppo falls, the entire northern front
in Syria would crumble, possibly
marking the final chapter of this
savage war now in its sixth year.
This prospect is receiving very little attention in Western media,
preoccupied as it is by the Turkish
coup attempt, the Brexit saga and
terrorist attacks across Europe.
For months, the Syrian Army has
been trying hard to encircle Aleppo to cut off the supply of arms and
fighters from Turkey to the rebels.
The city — once the biggest in Syria
— was simply too large and logistically difficult to isolate.
The city’s entire eastern sector
has been in the hands of Islamic
groups since the summer of 2012.
Rebels here had access to the Turkish border, unlike the capital, Damascus, which is far from any of
Syria’s frontiers.

The Russians hope
that the 300,000
civilians trapped in
eastern Aleppo will
provide enough
pressure on the
fighters to leave.
Aleppo is swarming with jihadists who are heavily armed and
surrounded by a vehemently antiregime hinterland, making the
blockade all the more difficult.
But Damascus recently announced
that it had encircled Aleppo, cutting off the Castello Road, the last
rebel artery north towards the
Turkish border.

This occurred weeks after Hezbollah Secretary-General Hassan
Nasrallah declared that the “real,
strategic and greatest battle is in
Aleppo”.
Both sides realised that a military victory in Aleppo would be
immensely costly. It would lead to
the destruction of what remained
of the ancient city with heavy losses for all concerned, government
troops, rebels and Hezbollah fighters.

For months, the Syrian
Army has been trying
to encircle Aleppo to
cut off Turkish
supplies to the rebels.
A street-by-street battle in Aleppo’s battered neighbourhoods
would be suicidal for the Syrian
Army, leaving it the option of laying siege to the city to force the rebels to starve or surrender, a strategy successfully used to retake the
town of Zabadani near Damascus
and the city of Homs in central
Syria.
In both cases, the rebels chose
the former and were escorted
— with their light arms — out of
besieged territory by the United
Nations. UN convoys transported
them to Deir ez-Zor on the Euphrates river in the east or Idlib in the
north-west.
The first is controlled mainly by
the Islamic State (ISIS) while Idlib
is held by al-Nusra Front, al-Qaeda’s Syrian branch. If the new siege
in Aleppo lasts, the same scenario
will likely be played out there.
Ultimately, the Russians hope
that the 300,000 civilians trapped
in eastern Aleppo will provide
enough pressure on the fighters to
leave. Life is becoming unbearable
because of the soaring prices of
basic commodities such as sugar,
flour, fuel and medicine and the
lack of electricity and running water.
The rebels in northern Syria are
appealing to Turkey for help but
after the recent coup attempt and
several Kurdish terrorist attacks in

People inspect a site hit by air strikes in the rebel-held town of Atareb in Aleppo province, Syria, on
July 25th.
Istanbul, few Turkish officials have
any appetite left for Syria.
Worse than that, Turkish Prime
Minister Binali Yildirim has spoken of normalising relations with
Damascus and President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan recently patched
up a very icy relationship with
Russian President Vladimir Putin,
much to the horror of the Syrian
opposition.
Then came a statement by US
Secretary of State John Kerry, labelling the Turkish-backed Ahrar
al-Sham militia, which is fighting
in northern Syria, as a “subgroup”
of ISIS — greatly damaging the morale of Syrian fighters in Aleppo
and its surrounding countryside.
Privately they say that Turkey
sold them out to the Russians

and the Americans. The proposed
military cooperation deal between
Russia and the United States adds
to rebel fears, because not only
does it legitimise Russia’s position
on the war but also makes Syrian
President Bashar Assad’s army a
fully fledged ally in the “war on
terror”.
The proposal was put forth after
a US-backed militia tried and failed
to retake the strategic town of Albukamal in eastern Syria in June.
Its fighters were rounded up and
slaughtered by ISIS, prompting US
officials to grudgingly accept the
brutal fact that, if they wanted to
fight ISIS in Syria, they had to work
with the Russian Army.
If such a deal is in the works, the
Turks will set out their own de-

mands in exchange for letting Damascus and Moscow retake Aleppo. They will seek cooperation on
counterterrorism against ISIS and
guarantees that all sides will work
to prevent the creation of a Kurdish
state on the border with Turkey.
In exchange for American silence, the Russians will turn a
blind eye as US proxies take Manbij and Albukamal, two northern
towns held by ISIS. This is indicative of Moscow’s and Damascus’s
determination to subjugate Aleppo
at any cost.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of Under the
Black Flag (IB Taurus, 2015). He is a
founding director of the Damascus
History Foundation.

In tactical shift, Syria’s al-Nusra announces break with al-Qaeda
Sami Moubayed and Ed Blanche

Beirut

I

n a major shuffle in the jihadist
order of battle, and at a critical
point in the war in Syria, the
leader of al-Nusra Front, arguably the most powerful jihadist
group in the conflict, announced
that his organisation has broken its
ties with al-Qaeda.
In a rare televised message broadcast by Al Jazeera, Abu Mohammad
al-Golani declared his organisation
will rebrand itself as Jabhat Fateh
al-Sham — Front for the Conquest
of Syria — and will have “no links
whatsoever with foreign partners”.
That may be designed to earn it a
seat at the negotiating table under
UN-brokered peace talks due to resume in Vienna in August in a bid to
end the 5-year-old Syrian war.

The departure from
al-Qaeda is a tactical
move, a calculated risk
by al-Nusra Front’s
senior command.
The word in jihadist circles has
been for some time that al-Nusra
was about to publicly sever its relationship with al-Qaeda, which
launched the jihadist war in the late
1990s, in what was widely seen as
a tactical, and politically pragmatic,
maneoeuvre to oppose the Islamic
State (ISIS) for primacy in the jihadist war in the Levant and no doubt
to head off an expected joint assault
by US and Russian air power against
jihadist forces in Syria.

There seems to have been some
behind-the-scenes ducking and
weaving on what is an important
ideological progression, though
largely obscure to Western perceptions, in the confrontation between
Osama bin Laden’s concept of jihad, or Islamic holy war, against
the West and its Muslim adherents,
and the Islamic State (ISIS) that has
sought to eclipse al-Qaeda.
For weeks the buzz has been that
the al-Nusra Front, which emerged
as one of the most effective of the
rebel groups opposed to the Syrian
regime of President Bashar Assad,
was going to make the break from
al-Qaeda to present what might be
seen as a more moderate Islamist
front.
Golani, a Syrian, had been expected to announce the split July
27th but did not do so. No one
knows why. Before he finally did so,
Ayman al-Zawahiri, a veteran Egyptian jihadist who took over al-Qaeda after bin Laden was assassinated
by the Americans, on July 28th gave
the break his blessing from his Pakistani hideout.
“We direct the leadership of alNusra Front to go ahead with what
preserves the good of Islam and the
Muslims and protect the jihad of
the Syrian people,” Zawahiri deputy Ahmed Hussein Abu al-Khayr
said in an audio message.
The plan seems to be for al-Nusra
to make a tactical transition under that it would present itself as a
more moderate Islamic group that
is more Syrian nationalist than jihadist, thus exempting itself from
the wrath of a proposed Russian-US
onslaught on “terrorist” forces in

A 2015 photo posted on the Twitter page of Syria’s al-Nusra Front
shows a fighter from al-Nusra Front holding his group flag in front
of an Idlib governorate building in Idlib province, northern Syria.
Syria.
On the face of it, al-Nusra’s ideological sleight of hand, if it works,
could be a game-changer on the
Syrian battlefield.
Severing ties with al-Qaeda will
mean the loss of funds and arms
but those considerations are heavily outweighed by the group’s repositioning, much to the pleasure of
the Syrian Opposition, which has
been pressing the front to cut loose
from the jihadist cause to strengthen the more secular alliance bat-

tling Assad.
Knowledgeable sources say the
decision to separate from al-Qaeda was taken by the front’s Shura
Council, headed by Golani, as a direct result of the unfolding and perplexing Russian-US military agreement, which is aimed exclusively at
eradicating al-Nusra.
That arrangement is a complicated one that calls for joint military
operations, intelligence sharing
and the cooperation of Syrian authorities. For it to pass, Moscow has

to convince the Syrian government
to cease its military operations
against US-backed Islamic groups,
designated as “moderate” by the
Americans, while the United States
has to use its considerable influence to distance those same groups
from al-Nusra, especially in the
countryside of the strategic provinces of Idlib and Aleppo.
Since its launch in early 2012, alNusra has seized control of towns
and villages in northern Syrian, including entire pockets in the Aleppo countryside, and has been in full
control of the strategic city of Idlib
in north-western Syria since mid2015.
The break with al-Qaeda could
spare Idlib from non-stop strikes by
the Russian and Syrian air forces. It
would also force other groups like
the Turkish-backed Ahrar al-Sham,
another Islamist group, to distance
itself from hard-line jihadists and
perhaps to join forces with the rebranded front.
Rebel groups have never hidden their admiration for al-Nusra’s
fighting ability. Now, with the severing of the al-Qaeda affiliation,
many will gather the courage to
stand up for the rebranded al-Nusra, regardless of its atrocities and jihadist record, simply because it inflicts maximal pain both on regime
forces and ISIS.
What matters is what al-Nusra’s
fighters bring to the war in terms of
intelligence, arms, and military capabilities. Its high-profile defection
will soon be felt on the battlefield,
and all eyes will be trained to see
who will now join the rebranded
group.
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Germany left reeling by week of terror
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

G

ermany was left reeling after a series of late
July terrorist attacks
tied to refugees and immigrants. An axe attack,
a mass shooting, a machete attack
and a suicide bombing increased
public pressure on German Chancellor Angela Merkel to rethink
Germany’s open-door policy to the
largest refugee crisis since the second world war.
On July 18th, an Afghan teen,
armed with an axe and a knife, carried out an attack on a Germany
train in Wurzburg, wounding five.
He was shot dead by police. Four
days later, a German teenager of
Iranian descent killed nine people
in Munich before killing himself.
While that attack is not thought to
be linked to terrorism, it palpably
raised the level of fear in Germany.
On July 24th, a Syrian refugee
killed a woman with a machete and
wounded five others in Reutlingen.
He was subsequently arrested. Later that day, another Syrian refugee
set off explosives outside a bar in
Ansbach, wounding 15 people in
what was the first ISIS bomb attack
on German territory.

Four of the five attacks
were in southern
Germany, which is a
gateway for tens of
thousands of migrants
and refugees entering
the country.
All four attacks were in southern
Germany, with three in the state
of Bavaria, which is a gateway for
tens of thousands of migrants and
refugees entering the country.
The Islamic State (ISIS) claimed
responsibility for the Wurzburg

and Ansbach attacks.
While any one incident could
have been easily overlooked, five
attacks in one week — with at
least two directly related to ISIS
and three carried out by recent
migrants to the country — raised
questions about Germany’s refugee policy and national security.

All five attacks depict
a new trend in
terrorism: Young
attackers, often with a
history of mental
illness, acting alone.
Merkel’s government appealed
for calm, amid fears of a backlash
against refugees and migrants in
the country. German media reported a spike in attacks on migrants
and refugees, including dozens of
refugee shelters hit by arson attacks. Germany accepted 1.1 million migrants and refugees in 2015,
although that number has declined
significantly in 2016.
German officials sought to defend Merkel’s refugee policy and
warn against explicitly linking migrants with terrorism in the aftermath of the recent attacks. Stephan
Mayer, Interior Affairs spokesman
for the Christian Social Union
Party, the Bavarian sister party of
Merkel’s Christian Democrats, defended the German government’s
refugee policy but acknowledged
that improvements could be made.
“We were not able to register
and control all the migrants that
crossed the German border. We
have to regain sovereignty and we
have to regain the rule of rights.
There’s a lot of space for improvements,” Mayer said.
Merkel’s deputy spokeswoman
Ulrike Demmer warned against
viewing all refugees as potential
terrorists or security threats. “The
acts of the last days and weeks do
not show a uniform picture. Most
terrorists who carried out attacks

People mourn in front of candles and flowers on July 25th, near the Olympia shopping mall in
Munich, southern Germany, where an 18-year-old German-Iranian student killed nine people.
in Europe over the last months
were not refugees,” she said, in reference to attacks in Paris, Brussels
and other European cities.
“The terrorist threat [among
refugees] is not larger or smaller
than in the population at large,”
she said.
All five attacks, whether linked
to ISIS or not, depict a new trend in
terrorism: Young attackers, often
with a history of mental illness,
acting alone. A report by Europol,

Europe’s law enforcement agency,
warned of “the operational difficulties in detecting and disrupting
lone-actor attacks”.
Questions were also raised about
the link between mental illness and
radicalisation after it emerged that
the Ansbach attacker had a history
of attempting to take his own life.
“Unstable people are vulnerable
to radicalisation,” German Interior
Minister Thomas de Maiziere said
in response to that attack.

“Despite the fact that a number
of lone actors attach religion and
ideology to their acts, the role of
potential mental health issues
should not be overlooked… Even
though ideology may be used by
terrorist perpetrators to cast a
shadow over the deeper individual/psychological motives of their
acts, one should not disregard the
motivating power of the jihadist
discourse to certain audiences,”
the Europol report added.

Why France is the target of jihad

View poi nt

Francis Ghilès

H

orror struck again
in France when a
man inspired by
Islamic State (ISIS)
drove a lorry into
crowds celebrating
Bastille Day on the famous
Promenade des Anglais in Nice,
killing 84 people and wounding
more than 300. Less than two
weeks later, two men who had
also pledged allegiance to ISIS
killed a priest in a church in
northern France.
The question that haunts
France and many other observers
is: Why France?
Belgium has been targeted
recently but neither Spain nor
Britain has suffered anything like
the ferocity of the attacks that
France has since January 2015.
Failures in intelligence gathering and terrorism prevention may
have played a part in the string of
terrorist attacks. Indeed, critics
argue that the dissolution by
Nicolas Sarkozy in 2008 of the
domestic intelligence police, Les
Renseignements Généraux, as part
of an overall merger with counterintelligence and the dismantling of neighbourhood police
has weakened French security.
The second question relates to
the reaction of the French
political class and media after
such attacks. Until last Novem-

France’s multiple
interventions in Muslim
countries such as Libya,
Syria, Iraq and Mali
further complicate
matters.

ber, there was at least a veneer of
national unity as in Spain in 2004
and Britain in 2005. No longer.
Insults fly in all directions among
politicians and the media, which
begs the question of whether
politicians are not playing
directly into the hands of the
Islamic State (ISIS), whose sole
purpose is to increase fear in the
West.
Since the revolution of 1789,
France has a very distinctive
view of itself, what the sociologist Farhad Khosrokhavar calls
“an assertive form of republicanism and an open distrust of
religions, beginning, historically,
with Catholicism”.
Decolonisation, decades of
social exclusion of many French
Muslims, the stigmatisation of
cultural differences and globalisation have, in Khosrokhavar’s
view, “narrowed the state’s room
for manoeuvre”.
The French definition of
citizenship rests on very exalted
ideals. Over the past generation,
the republican ideal in France
has melted away. The country
seems incapable of reform, its
economy has not produced many
new jobs and young people are
far more likely to be unemployed
than in Germany or Britain.
Ghettos exist in both these
countries but those who feel
alienated in France are far more
numerous. It is worth remembering that discrimination vis-à-vis
workers and graduates who are
Muslim is far stronger than
elsewhere in northern Europe. It
has taken longer for French
Muslim citizens to attain senior
positions in politics and private
companies than in Britain, which
does not pretend to be a mono-

cultural society. French politicians proclaim they want to
enforce inclusion. Everyday
reality often tells a bleaker story.
France still suffers from the
scars left by the brutal decolonisation of Algeria. Britain seems
to have managed its decolonisation better. If French people of
Portuguese origin wave Portuguese flags when the national
Portuguese team wins in an
international football tournament, no one sees anything
wrong. If French citizens of
Algerian origin do the same, the
National Front spreads rumours
of churches being set ablaze.
Religion in France is deemed to
be a private affair — hence the
battle about headscarves being
banned in public places. This
frontal way of dealing with Islam
in the public sphere allows
accusations of Islamophobia to
flourish yet France is no more
Islamophobic than its neighbours as the number of mixed
marriages bears testimony.
Integration through the public
schooling system has, until
recently, worked well but the job
market is stifled except for public
institutions, such as the army
and the police, which recruit
many young French people of
Muslim origin. Immigration fears
are shared in Germany and
Britain but minorities in both
countries can express their
religious and communal differences more openly.
France’s multiple interventions in Muslim countries such as
Libya, Syria, Iraq and Mali
further complicate matters.
However justified these interventions may be — and some are
hard to defend — what is not is

The
country’s
economy has
not produced
many new
jobs and
young people
are far more
likely to be
unemployed
than in
Germany or
Britain.

the torrent of ill-informed
comment that conflates Islam
with any number of foreign
conflicts.
This disregard for the complexity of international affairs, when
combined with laïcité, creates a
climate in which “France’s
staunch version of secularism is
so inflexible it can appear to rob
them (Muslims) of their dignity”,
Khosrokhavar wrote in the New
York Times. It feeds into a nihilist
generational revolt whose foot
soldiers are criminals or the
unhinged.
ISIS ideology frames the anger
and alienation the way the
extremist left of the Red Brigades
did in the 1960s. Nor should the
effects of reactionary doctrines
of Muslim communities in the
West, long fuelled by ample
funds from Saudi Wahhabist
individuals, be underestimated.
Ministers and politicians of
right and left started squabbling
and exchanging insults within
hours of the attack in Nice. The
only man who came out with
dignity was the public prosecutor
in Paris, who chose his words
with extreme care. Many conservative and some socialist
politicians enjoy playing catch up
with the National Front.
Irresponsible media, populist
politicians pandering to the
worst instincts, a president who
has forfeited the respect of the
vast majority of his countrymen
and continuing turmoil in the
Middle East are unlikely to
provide a happy backdrop to the
coming months.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.
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Coalition of enemies eyes Mosul recapture
Sameer Nouri Yacoub

Baghdad

W

ith a military buildup to recapture Mosul under way, concern is growing that
groups — Kurdish
security forces, pro-Iran Shia militias and US forces — that are supposedly joining ranks to recapture
the Islamic State (ISIS)-held Iraqi
city are rather enemies more likely
to clash than cooperate.
US military and intelligence officials warned that the Iraqi Army,
which suffered a humiliating defeat
to ISIS in 2014, is not ready to drive
out the jihadists from Mosul without support from Kurdish forces,
Shia militias and substantial US
equipment and air power.
This fact has left the government
of Iraqi Prime Minister Haider alAbadi with the task of bringing foes
together in the war against the jihadists to seize Iraq’s second largest city.
The commanders of Kurdish
security forces known as peshmerga and leaders of Shia militias
have been exchanging accusations
of planning to control the city of
nearly 2 million after defeating the
hard-line Sunni militants. Each
group has demanded the other be
excluded from the Mosul offensive.

The peshmerga
responded to critics by
saying that Kurdish
fighters are “not for
rent”.
Jawad al-Tilebawi, a spokesman for the powerful Shia militia
of Asaib Ahl al-Haq, warned the
Kurdish government has ambitions
in the Mosul area, only two days
after an official announcement by
authorities in the Kurdish autonomous region that peshmerga forces
have no intention of withdrawing
from areas around Mosul seized
from ISIS in the past two years.
“The participation of Hashid

Shabi (the Shia militias) is the best
guarantee to foil the expansionist
ambitions of the peshmerga,” Tilebawi said.
Iraqi Shia lawmaker Iskander
Wutut said the only motivation for
Kurdish forces in joining the Mosul
battle was to annex as much land
as they can. He said the peshmerga
should not be able to participate in
the battle without Abadi’s approval.

A few months ago,
Kurdish forces and
Shia militiamen were
engaged in fighting to
assert control over a
town near Kirkuk.
“If they have the chance, Kurdish
officials will not hesitate for even
one minute to send their troops to
occupy Baghdad itself,” said Wutut,
who is a member of the parliamentary security and defence committee.
The peshmerga responded to
critics by saying that Kurdish fighters are “not for rent” and do not
take orders from Baghdad.
“Kurdish fighters serve only the
interests of Kurdistan and they do
not need any permission from anybody. Some people in Baghdad are
mistaken if they think that they can
issue orders to the peshmerga,” a
peshmerga spokesman said.
Such fiery statements by both
sides have awakened fears among
Iraqis that the supposed brothersin-arms in the war against jihadists
might turn their guns against each
other.
“It’s a delicate situation that must
be weighed very carefully before
any step north is taken,” warned
Baghdad political analyst Jawad alTae.
“This coalition of enemies is a
menace for Mosul, for Iraq, its people and future and, thus, Abadi
should look for different alternatives on its composition.”
Tensions have increased with
claims that Iraqi soldiers and army
officers were insulted and beaten
at a peshmerga checkpoint as they

Kurdish peshmerga fighters inspect a rocket-propelled grenade (RPG) launcher on the outskirts of
Mosul.
returned home on leave. Shia militias warned such acts would not go
unpunished.
The Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) in the north and Abadi’s central government in Baghdad
have a long list of disagreements
over several unresolved issues
ranging from oil exports, territorial
disputes and federal budget allocations.
KRG President Masoud Barzani
said the new borders of his region
are being drawn with the blood of
Kurdish forces fighting ISIS.
A few months ago, Kurdish forces
and Shia militiamen were engaged
in fighting to assert control over
a town near the oil-rich city of
Kirkuk, leaving dozens dead. The
scenario could be repeated in Mosul.

Another kind of enmity that
could hamper military operations
in Mosul is the rejection by proIranian groups of any US and Western involvement in the looming
battle. In return, some US officials
expressed objection to any participation by militiamen, fearing human rights violations and reprisals
against the Sunni population.
The United States is stepping up
military efforts to assist Baghdad
in its war against ISIS. In a recent
visit to Iraq, US Defense Secretary
Ashton Carter announced he was
dispatching 560 additional troops
to Iraq.
The new troops will be stationed
in Qayara air base, about 60km
south of Mosul, which Iraqi forces recaptured from ISIS in July.
The plan is to use the air base as a

launching pad to retake Mosul.
With this latest round of deployments, the total official US military
presence in Iraq is 4,647, mainly advisers and trainers.
Leaders of Shia militias have been
critical of any new US military involvement in Mosul and some even
threatened to attack US soldiers or
to shoot down US warplanes.
A few days after the announcement of the US troop increase,
radical Shia cleric Muqtada al-Sadr
labelled US involvement as an “occupation”.
“Any intervention by the Americans or any other party is rejected
and we will consider them as invaders and occupiers,” Sadr warned.
Sameer Nouri Yacoub is an Iraqi
journalist.

Battle with ISIS in Khalidiya is next, Iraqi Army commander says
Nermeen Mufti

Baghdad

W

hile attention is focused on the longawaited battle to
liberate the northern Iraqi city of Mosul, military officials said they were
preparing to recapture more cities
in the vast western Iraqi desert
of Anbar from Islamic State (ISIS)
rule.
In an interview with The Arab
Weekly, the commander of the
operation that recaptured Falluja
from ISIS in July said next in line
was Khalidiya.

Khalidiya was freed
temporarily but fell
back under ISIS
control in May 2015.
“The battle to liberate Khalidiya
will begin soon,” said LieutenantGeneral Abdul Wahab al-Saadi.
Khalidiya, 80km west of Baghdad and 20km east of Ramadi, is
situated on the Euphrates River
and on the highway that links
Baghdad with Ramadi’s provincial
capital of Ramadi through Falluja.
Part of the city is the peninsula of
Khalidiya Island, a popular outing
area for many Iraqis .
ISIS occupied the peninsula during a blitz that swept through several Anbar cities in June 2104. Khalidiya was recaptured temporarily
but fell back under ISIS control in
May 2015.
Saadi said the island’s liberation
“is a very important step to make

Iraqi soldiers scan the area during a military operation to regain control of villages north of Ramadi,
115km west of Baghdad, on July 9th.
the way between Falluja and the
nearby Habbaniya lake safer and
will stop ISIS mortars targeting the
area”.
Ali Dawood, head of the Khalidiya district council, said the area’s
liberation “will help in reopening the international highway that
links Iraq with Jordan to the West
and Syria to the north.
“It will also reopen the same
highway between Baghdad and
Ramadi through Falluja in the cen-

tre.”
Similar remarks about a looming
battle in Khalidiya came from other
army and police commanders in recent days.
General Ismael al-Mahallawi,
the commander of the Anbar operations, and General Raed Shakir
Jawdat, the commander of the Federal Police, were quoted in the local media as saying that Iraqi forces
had completed preparations to liberate Khalidiya.

“It’s only a matter of time when
the showdown in Khalidiya will
start,” Mahallawi said.
The security committee of Anbar’s Provincial Council said ISIS’s
presence threatens the security
of Ramadi and Falluja. It is also a
menace to Khalidiya, where thousands of displaced Iraqis from Falluja and other cities live in camps.
Saadi disclosed that a short
trench was being dug north-east of
Falluja to separate two army divi-

sions in the area from each other
so responsibilities will not be confused. Other officials speculated
the trenches were to protect civilians “by hampering the arrival of
unwanted guests and newcomers”.
“The same highway is used for
Iraqi imports from Jordan,” he said.
Jordan sealed it off last year after
ISIS attacks in the area, which included looting Jordanian and Iraqi
trucks laden with food.
Saadi dismissed an Associated
Press report as “erroneous”, saying
it misquoted him on the length of
the trenches so it appears the army
was trying to isolate Falluja from
the rest of Iraq.
“The main purpose of the trench
is to separate army divisions 1 from
14”, he said. “Falluja does not need
any trenches. It’s protected by the
Euphrates, the highway and the
railway.”
Saadi said Falluja is being cleared
of explosive devices and boobytrapped houses.
“Then, the government will
work on restoring drinking water
and electricity facilities that were
destroyed by ISIS,” he said. “The
prime minister and the local administration are working closely to
allow residents back after the area
is made safe and liveable.”
Colonel Yahya Rasool, spokesman for the joint Iraqi forces, said
work has been completed on a
floating bridge on the Hilwa river,
awaiting the “zero hour” announcing the beginning of the Khalidiya
operation to recapture the city and
the area east of Ramadi.
Nermeen Mufti is an Iraqi
journalist based in Baghdad.
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Former Saudi general who visited Israel faces backlash
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

T

he government of Saudi
Arabia stated that the recent visit by a Saudi delegation, led by a former
military general, to Israel
does not reflect a change in relations between the two countries.
Retired Saudi general Anwar Eshki, who heads the Middle East Centre for Strategic and Legal Studies
think-tank in Jeddah, led a group of
Saudi academics and members of
the business community on a trip
to Israel. The visit led to a backlash
on social media.
“Anwar Eshki has visited the Zionist entity with a delegation of
academics and businessmen. History does not forget the traitors and
Jerusalem will bear witness against
you,” Abdullah al-Zahrani, a professor at the King Saud University
in Riyadh, wrote on his Twitter account.

Eshki said he attended
a dinner with Israeli
Foreign Ministry
Director-General Dore
Gold.
The London-based, Saudi-owned
Al-Hayat newspaper quoted a Saudi
Foreign Ministry official as saying
the visit “does not reflect the views
of the Saudi government”. Saudi
Arabia and Israel do not have diplomatic relations and the kingdom’s
citizens are banned from travelling
to Israel.
Eshki released a statement “not
in defence of the visit but to further
the dialogue”.
He said this was his second visit
to the Palestinian territories. The
other in 2015 was “after four years
of insistence” by Palestinian General Jibril Rajoub.
Eshki said the Palestinian Authority (PA) created the itinerary
for both visits. On his previous trip,
Eshki met with Palestinian officials,

Retired general Anwar Eshki (R), and Israeli Foreign Ministry Director-General Dore Gold at a 2015 event held in Washington by the
Council on Foreign Relations, a US think-tank. (Photo: Bloomberg)
including President Mahmoud Abbas and Prime Minister Rami Hamdallah, and led evening prayers at
the al-Aqsa mosque. He described
the experience as a “great honour”.
Eshki said that on his more recent
trip: “We visited a number of universities, research centres and the
provinces and the holy places and
we prayed with Muslims… at the
mosque of Omar ibn al-Khattab.”
“We met families of the martyrs
and detainees, who I had the opportunity to have discussions with,” he
said. “After paying our respects, we
also attended the wedding of the

son of one of the most well-known
prisoners of the struggle, Marwan
Barghouti.”
The PA set up meetings with family members of Palestinians killed
by Israelis. The relatives demanded
a stop to the violence and support
for the late King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Al Saud’s peace initiative,
calls for normalisation of relations
between the Arab world and Israel
in exchange for a full withdrawal by
Israel from the occupied territories
and a just settlement to the Palestinian refugee issue.
“We had talks with them and

“World Expos are global events
dedicated to finding solutions to
specific challenges facing humanity, by offering a journey inside the
Expo theme through engaging and
immersive activities,” said Vicente
Loscertales, secretary-general of
the Bureau International des Expositions (BIE), the intergovernmental organisation charged with overseeing and regulating World Expos.

said.
The “significant economic benefits” associated with hosting a
World Expo, according to Loscertales, include its role as a springboard for new industries and talents
and the opportunity and impetus it
provides for infrastructure development and creating or revitalising
urban areas.
“Through construction, planning, tourism and the development
of new industries, Expos lead to the
creation of hundreds of thousands
of new jobs and spur regional development,” he said.
“Under BIE rules, organisers
must consider the legacy of an
Expo during the planning phase to
ensure that the host city enjoys the
benefits of the Expo many years after it has closed.
“In Dubai, the site has already
been earmarked to host a research
and academic institutions, an exhibition centre and a technological
cluster.”
Robin Teh, country manager in
the UAE and director of valuation
in the Middle East and North Africa
region for international residential
property specialist Chestertons,
said Expo 2020 Dubai will energise
the emirate’s real estate market.
“It will be given a large shot of
investment, as there will be global
interest in all sectors of real estate,” he said. “More services will
be needed, more people needed to
provide services, new industries
created — all contributing to growth
and demand. We expect to see a
continued rise in real estate prices
as demand picks up leading to Expo
2020 Dubai, starting as the current
year ends.”

they sent a message to the Israeli
government calling for peace,” Eshki wrote.
The PA also gathered a number
of Arab members of the Knesset for
talks with Eshki.
The former Saudi general met
with Major-General Yoav (Poli)
Mordechai of the Israel Defence
Forces in west Jerusalem. According to the statement, Eshki thanked
Mordechai “for granting his request
of allowing Palestinian worshippers
to pray in al-Aqsa mosque during
Ramadan, securing their transport
as far as Gaza, where the number of

How will Expo 2020 affect the UAE?
Jennifer Bell

Abu Dhabi

S

tudy any economic prospectus for the United Arab
Emirates and one event
will either be prominent
or dominant — Expo 2020
Dubai, which, for the Gulf and beyond, could be a game changer.
The first World Expo in the Middle East, Africa or South Asia, the
numbers projected for Expo 2020
are staggering. More than 25 million
visitors — the vast majority from
outside the UAE — are expected
during its run from October 20th,
2020, to April 10th, 2021, during the
50th anniversary of the United Arab
Emirates.
More than 200 countries, organisations, companies and institutions
are to participate under the theme
Connecting Minds, Creating the Future. Its site will span an area about
4km long and 1.8km wide. Infrastructure spending, including the
expansion of Al Maktoum International Airport, runs into hundreds
of millions of dollars.
If Expo 2020 Dubai’s purpose is
to be “a festival of human ingenuity”, a forum for the advancement
of ideas, a celebration of global connectivity and a catalyst for change,
its impact will also be measured in
clinical economic terms and organisers are adamant that its effects
will be a lasting, directly and tangibly beneficial one.
But what will be the true legacy
to its host and why should the people of the UAE and the Middle East
in general embrace it?

200
More than

countries,
organisations,
companies and
institutions are to
participate under the
theme Connecting
Minds, Creating the
Future.
“Expos are transformative events
for the host city and country, serving as catalysts for change in their
preparation, execution and legacy.
Among mega-events, World Expos
attract more visitors than any other — over 20 million people visited
Expo 2015 in Milan, and Expo 2010
Shanghai attracted a record 73 million visitors.
“This offers the host city a major
opportunity to improve its infrastructure, regain and develop land
and engage citizens around a global
issue facing humanity,” Loscertales

worshippers during Friday prayers
was said to be 300,000”.
Eshki said he attended a dinner
with Israeli Foreign Ministry Director-General Dore Gold and: “We
convinced him about the pledges
of the King Abdullah peace plan to
normalise relations if implemented.”
The day following the meeting,
a statement from the prime minister’s office that it would consider
the matter seriously, Eshki said.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

A computer-generated image shows the exterior of the Museum of
the Future that will be built on a main road of Dubai, at an estimated
cost of $136 million. The structure will be finished in 2017.
Teh said the huge and expensive
capital projects being constructed
in preparation for the event — the
Dubai Canal, Al Maktoum airport,
Dubai Creek developments and the
restarting of the Bawadi project,
which includes amusement parks,
hotel, commercial and residential
buildings, in Dubailand — will retain their value to the emirate long
after the Expo has ended.
For Ambareen Musa, founder and
chief executive officer of souqalmal.com, Expo 2020 will “invigorate” the UAE economy in several
ways. “First, it will create more
employment opportunities, and

second, it will boost the tourism
sector,” she said.
“[Small and medium-sized enterprises] in Dubai, especially those
operating in the travel and tourism,
logistics, retail and wholesale sectors, are also expected to gain from
the international exposure that the
Expo will provide. Looking at examples of previous World Expos, it
is evident that the Dubai economy
stands to benefit not only in the
short-term, but long-term as well.”
Jennifer Bell is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in the United
Arab Emirates.
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The role of the private
sector in MENA

A

recent report from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the European Investment Bank and the World Bank tries to answer the
question: What is holding back the private sector in
MENA?
The work of the three institutions was based on a
survey of more than 6,000 private firms in Djibouti, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Tunisia, Yemen, the
West Bank and Gaza.
Four main impediments to the growth of private sector activity
were identified: Political instability, corruption, unreliable
electricity supply and inadequate access to finance. Companies in
Egypt, Lebanon, Tunisia and the West Bank and Gaza, in particular, complained of political instability as “the top obstacle to
business”.
This is hardly surprising considering the turmoil that has
engulfed the region in recent years. The economic systems of
countries that experienced “Arab spring” changes are still awaiting greater stability to attain levels of growth sufficient to meet
the demands of restless young populations. The economic situation in Lebanon and Jordan has been affected by the war in Syria
and the inflow of refugees.
The report also points out a “notable disconnect between firms
and banks in the region”. Only a limited segment of private
companies has access to bank financing. In Egypt, banks account
for only 2% of firm finance and 40% of private sector firms do not
have a cheque or savings account.
According to European Investment Bank Director Debora
Revoltella: “Finding a way to reconnect banks and firms is crucial
to enhance growth opportunities in the region.”
“There is an overwhelming consensus among economists that
the development of a vibrant private sector is essential for delivering that growth,” stressed the report.
The private sector alone cannot meet the socio-economic
challenges of MENA, however. Collaboration between the public
and private sectors is needed to absorb the hundreds of thousands
of unemployed young people.
There needs to be educational reform. The report pleads for “a
reorientation of the region’s education systems towards learning
skills that are relevant for private sector employment”. This
means giving more importance to vocational training and overcoming the mismatch between educational sector and the job
market to create more quality jobs.
The Arab private sector is constrained by the low ratio of women
it employs. Only 8% of the private sector workforce are women,
below the already low 17% MENA workforce average.
Many in the formal private sector complain of the unfair competition of the informal economic sector, which does not pay taxes
or worker benefits but it is the lack of employment and bloated
bureaucratic red tape that encourages the growth of the informal
economy and the spread of corruption.
Nearly all — 97% — surveyed firms in Yemen and 61% in Lebanon
identify corruption as a major obstacle to business even if the
incidence of bribery is in fact much lower.
The private sector needs a better business climate to be a real
engine of economic growth and assume its wider social responsibility in the current age of turmoil.
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Washington and the
Saudi-Iranian-Turkish
axis

M

any are viewing
crises in the
Middle East
through the prism
of a US-Iranian
rapprochement
that has upended the regional
Ali al-Amin
status quo. Will this emerging
reality ultimately lead to greater
stability or more conflict and
chaos?
The recent coup attempt in
Turkey is one sign of the new
status quo, with Turkey accusing
Washington, and particularly
US-based Turkish cleric Fethullah
Gulen, of being responsible.
Although the Iran nuclear
deal, known as the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action,
was a major step forward in terms
of relations between Tehran and
the P5+1 world powers, there are
outstanding issues between the
United States and Iran that need to
be addressed.
Despite this, there is real effort
from both sides to develop a
strategic relationship in the region,
including on issues that are major
sources of dispute. The building
of bridges of trust in terms of
coordination between the United
States and Iran in Iraq has seen
Washington agree to send 560
more soldiers to assist the Iraqis,
who are being supported by Iranbacked militias, in the liberation of
territory held by the Islamic State
(ISIS).
Shia religious figures in Iraq are
saying that the US change of tack
is based on Washington’s view of
Shia Islam, as opposed to Sunni
Islam, which is practiced — albeit
in a radical form — by jihadists
such as ISIS and its ilk. This could
encourage Tehran and Washington
to increase cooperation in the
fight against terrorism and
broaden security cooperation and
coordination in other areas.
Therefore, it is
easy to understand
As Washington and
Washington’s
increasing unease
Tehran’s relationship
towards the role of
Turkey, which is ruled
gets closer, US and
by the Islamist Justice
Saudi relations
and Development
Party (AKP) that
worsen.
seems to want to play
a larger role in the
Middle East. There is
also Ankara’s conflict
with armed Kurdish groups,
the same ones that are US allies in
the war against ISIS.

The nuclear agreement helped
both sides, providing muchneeded sanctions relief to a
beleaguered Iranian economy
in return for Iranian security
cooperation with the United
States in the Middle East. This
rapprochement has served both
countries’ strategic interests.
This is how US President Barack
Obama has succeeded in bringing
a country that had been a pillar
of predecessor George W. Bush’s
“axis of evil” in from the cold. This
is the same strategy that Obama
used to produce a new policy
towards Cuba and reveals how
he has sought to upend existing
foreign policy to create a new web
of alliances.

Riyadh is biding
its time until the
end of the Obama
administration.
Ultimately, the United States
under Obama seems to be trying to
neutralise its old enemies however
it can, although this does not
take into account non-state actors
such as ISIS. This is reminiscent
of Turkey’s “zero enemies” policy
put forward by former Foreign
minister and prime minister
Ahmet Davutoglu.
As the relationship between
Washington and Tehran becomes
closer, so the relationship between
the United States and the region’s
other main power, Saudi Arabia,
worsens. The same could be
argued about Washington’s
relationship with Ankara.
This, of course, is stoking Arab
Gulf anger towards Washington,
although without spilling into
outright hostility and there has
been increasing criticism of the US
president. According to most Sunni
Arabs, rapprochement with Iran is
taking place at the expense of Arab
interests.
As for what the future holds, that
will depend entirely on who is the
next occupant of the White House.
Riyadh is biding its time until the
end of the Obama administration,
particularly as many Arabs blame
Obama for the chaos throughout
the region. Only time will tell what
awaits the region from a President
Hillary Clinton or a President
Donald Trump.
Ali al-Amin is a Lebanese writer.
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The heart of Europe bleeds. What can it do?

T

he heart of Europe —
France and Germany
— has bled almost
every other day since
mid-July as a consequence of terrifying
acts of violence and it may be
Rashmee Roshan Lall
tempting to see them as connected parts that form a whole.
They are not.
Contrary to how they may
appear, the attacks are not linked,
except possibly in this way — they
are clustered together timewise,
which can happen when a series of
similar incidents creates a vicious
spiral.
Consider the cascade of events.
On July 26th, a Catholic priest’s
neck was slit in a church in
northern France and the knifewielding jihadist assailants
were “neutralised” by police. On
July 24th, two Syrian refugees
in southern Germany starred
briefly and separately in their own
moments of infamy — one hacked
a woman to death with a machete
and was arrested in Reutlingen.
Another swore allegiance to the
extremist group Islamic State (ISIS)
and set off a suicide bomb outside a
concert in Ansbach.
On July 22nd, a German-born and
-bred teenager of Iranian ethnicity
shot dead nine people in Munich
before turning the gun on himself.
On July 18th, an adolescent Afghan
who had been granted asylum in
Germany two years ago hacked at
train passengers in Wurzburg with
an axe and a knife. He was shot
dead.
That list is a rundown of what
happened. It does not explain
anything.
France, which has suffered three
major jihadist attacks in 18 months,
has its own particular security
problems (as does Belgium)
because of its marginalised
communities of second- and thirdgeneration youths of North African
ethnicity who fall into petty crime
and may turn to greater acts of
violent daring.
Germany is different. It is notable
that its huge Turkish Muslim
population is not waging war on
the German state. It is equally
important to recognise that the
four attacks in southern
Germany do not reveal
Germany should
a consistent pattern.
The authorities, with
multiply manifold its
customary efficiency,
have been at pains to
attempts to integrate
stress this point.
refugees.
The perpetrators
intersect at different
points of multiple
Venn diagrams.
Three — the Munich
mass murderer, Ansbach suicide
bomber and Reutlingen machete
attacker — had a history of mental
illness. A different trio — the

A Muslim woman and her children light candles to commemorate victims near the shopping mall
Olympia-Einkaufszentrum (OEZ) in Munich, Germany, on July 23rd.
Wurzburg train attacker, Ansbach
bomber and Reutlingen killer —
entered Germany as refugees a
few years ago. Two — the Afghan
on the Wurzburg train and
Syrian in Ansbach — declared
allegiance to ISIS. All four share
one characteristic: They were not
Caucasian.
The Munich mass murderer, in
fact, should not belong on any list
of foreign-perpetrated jihadist
attackers. He was German, albeit
of Iranian descent, and unhealthily
obsessed with school shootings
rather than holy war. And yet, the
truth is that the lad will always be
lumped with the others because
he’s not of German origin.
The others will be lumped
together as ungrateful and
murderous refugees who illustrate
the dangerous consequences
of German Chancellor Angela
Merkel’s open-door humanitarian
policy for Syrians in 2015. This
point will be made even though all
three perpetrators sought refuge in
Germany long before.
The attacks will focus renewed
attention on the tangled issue
of borders, controls and human
migration. Who should a country
allow to enter? How many
foreigners can it take? Why, when
and how? Expect an intense —
and occasionally irate — debate
on these questions in the run-up
to next year’s German federal
election.
Germany is entitled to be deeply

troubled. It took in roughly 1
million mainly Syrian refugees last
year and the attacks prompt fears
about newly radicalised individuals
abroad in the land. Cue the train
attacker’s video warning of further
attacks “in every village, city and
airport”.
This has to be chilling for a
country that set out to welcome
Syria’s harried and dispossessed
as warmly as it could. For seven
months, the German attitude to
refugees has grown steadily cooler.
This is largely because of New
Year’s Eve reports of women being
sexually harassed by men of North
African appearance in Cologne and
other cities.
Then came the train attack,
machete strike and suicide
bomb. As Daniel Koehler,
director of Germany’s Institute
on Radicalisation and Deradicalisation Studies, puts it,
refugees could effectively be seen
as “human weapons”. Especially if
they are young and likely to have
faced the usual difficulties with
adjustment to and acceptance into
their adopted country.
An ISIS recruitment handbook
seeks to exploit this disaffection
and advises sympathisers to target
such young adults, potentially
turning refugees and second- and
third-generation immigrants into
walking time bombs.
So, what on Earth is Germany to
do? It is impossible to unscramble
the omelette, extract every refugee

and dispatch them to some camp
in Turkey, Jordan or Lebanon along
with appropriate compensation.
In the short term, European
governments might do well
to focus on mentally unstable
individuals. Before Ramadan,
ISIS called for indiscriminate
lone-wolf attacks in countries that
were part of the US-led coalition
fighting the group in Iraq and
Syria. That exhortation appears to
have triggered a deadly response
among psychologically disturbed
people, not least the Tunisian truck
attacker in Nice.
But Germany should also
multiply manifold its attempts
to integrate refugees. The antiimmigrant and Islamophobic
strands of German society will
inevitably portray this as liberalism
gone mad. Integration initiatives
do not come cheap, are guaranteed
to be slow and there is always the
risk of some failures.
Indeed, it may sound odd to
suggest greater outlay on people
some Germans might fear will kill
them one day. It may sound odd
to prescribe more love in the face
of unreasoning hate but that is the
only solution.
If for no other reason than selfpreservation.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at
www.rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.

The culture of violence and death is self-defeating

T

he news has been
rather depressing
with the scale of
violence reaching
frightening proportions. And then there
is Turkey, a country that was on
Claude Salhani
the brink of becoming a fully
fledged democracy slowly sliding
into the abyss of dictatorship.
One may ask what has Turkey’s
worrisome slide from democratic
to autocratic rule have
to do with the rise of
ISIS has grabbed the
Islamist terrorism? For
the moment perhaps
front-page headlines
nothing but given
by investing heavily in time and a continued
uncertain situation on
propaganda.
the ground things can
change and they often
do. Short of a military
coup the situation might
only worsen. Oh yes, a coup
was tried but failed.
The depressing fact is not so
much the number of people killed
in possible terrorism-related

attacks. It is rather the selection
of those killed and the manner
in which they were killed. The
underlying message that radical
Islamists want to send to the West
is that nowhere is safe.
The horrifying feats to which
jihadist terrorists can lay claim
include the killing of a Catholic
priest in France and what stands
out as the most barbaric action
undertaken by the Islamic State
(ISIS) is the report from the socalled caliphate of the burning
alive of a 2-year-old child along
with her parents for attempting to
leave a town under its control.
How in the world can one justify
such actions?
The sad thing about this
violence is that it is gratuitous and
serves no real purpose other than
to reinforce the determination
of the civilised world that such a
culture of death and destruction
can have no place among the
community of nations. It is not the
killings of the innocent that will

bring about the demise of Western
countries and Western civilisation
or culture.
In ISIS’s case, the use of violence
will only help bring about its
demise.
Having been noted in the past
for its aberrations that caused
human suffering, the selfdeclared Islamic State has taken
the notch up another point or
two. There has been the usual or
perhaps we should say more than
the usual spate of killings.
ISIS has grabbed headlines by
investing heavily in propaganda.
Its leadership wants to make
sure that executions are taped,
recorded and filmed.
In Turkey it is another sort of
terror that is instilling fear in the
hearts of many Turks. Thousands
of people are being arrested in
Turkey with the excuse by the
government of reacting to the
failed military coup.
After arresting thousands of
military personnel, thousands

more from the education field,
scores of judges and basically
anybody the country’s president
wants to remove from the political
arena, Recep Tayyip Erdogan is
now targeting journalists. More
than 40 journalists were detained
by Turkish police in the wave of
arrests following the coup.
Then there is the talk about
bringing back the death
penalty, something to which the
Europeans were quick to react,
telling Turkey that such actions
would settle the question of
it joining the European Union
once and for all: it would never
be allowed to join the European
Union if the death penalty was
reinstated. Indeed, reinstating
the death penalty would be
sentencing to death Turkey’s hope
of one day joining Europe.
Claude Salhani is the Opinion
editor of The Arab Weekly.
Follow him on Twitter
@Claudesalhani.
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Gulen possible
asylum request
a bargaining card
for Egypt?
Khaled Osama

Cairo

A

n announcement by
Egypt that it would consider offering political
asylum to Turkish cleric
and opposition figure
Fethullah Gulen, who is in voluntary exile in the United States, may
increase tensions between Cairo
and Ankara.
“This is a move that will inevitably aggravate tensions between the
two countries,” said Akram Saad, a
researcher at the Regional Centre
for Strategic Studies think-tank.
“Egypt was keen to abstain from
taking any escalatory measures
against Turkey in the past three
years but the situation seems to be
changing.”

“This is a move that
will inevitably
aggravate tensions
between the two
countries.”
Akram Saad, a researcher
at the Regional Centre for
Strategic Studies
Egyptian Prime Minister Sherif
Ismail said July 27th that Egypt
would study the asylum request if
Gulen made it.
Ankara accuses Gulen, 75, of
being behind the failed July 15th
putsch even though he denounced
the coup in its earliest hours. Tur-

key said it had submitted documents proving his involvement in
the coup attempt as part of its request that the United States repatriate Gulen.
Local observers said Cairo would
not have stated its readiness to offer political asylum to Gulen if
there had not been contacts with
the Turkish cleric himself or US officials. Foreign Ministry spokesman Ahmed Abu Zeid, however,
denied there had been contacts between Cairo and Gulen.
“The Turkish politician has
not requested political asylum in
Egypt yet, either,” Abu Zeid said.
“The government has not taken
any measures in this regard.”
Turkish Justice Minister Bekir
Bozdag told the Haberturk television channel that Ankara had intelligence information indicating Gulen might be preparing to leave the
United States for Egypt, Canada,
Australia, Mexico or South Africa.
For Egypt this seems to be less
about Gulen than about how the
country Turkey antagonised almost three years ago against the
background of the ouster by the
army of the Ankara-backed Islamist president Muhammad Morsi is
turning into a thorn in the side of
the Turkish regime.
Egypt has received a number
of Turkish activists and opposition figures, most of whom were
in Egypt before the coup attempt.
These people appear frequently on
Egyptian television to criticise the
government of Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan.
In this, observers say, Egypt is
answering Ankara, which hosts a

Egyptian Prime Minister Sherif Ismail: Egypt would consider request.
large number of the affiliates of
the Muslim Brotherhood, Morsi’s
movement.
Egypt was also said to have led
the opposition to Turkey’s nomination for a non-permanent UN
Security Council seat in October
2014.
Soon after the July coup attempt, Egypt, which is a non-permanent Security Council member,
blocked a resolution condemning
the coup over its phrasing. Egypt’s
representative at a July 28th Organisation of Islamic Cooperation
meeting in Saudi Arabia expressed
reservations and asked for more
time for consultation on a draft
resolution proposed by Turkey to
blacklist Gulen’s Hizmet movement.
Ankara had taken steps to im-

prove its political position in the
region recently. Turkey signed a
reconciliation deal with Israel and
sent its intelligence officials secretly to Damascus to mend fences
with Syrian President Bashar Assad.
Some observers say a TurkeyEgypt reconciliation could be next
but the gesture considering possible asylum for Gulen could hinder
that.
The asylum move came after
member of Parliament Emad Mahrous requested that the government host Gulen and other Turkish
opposition figures. Mahrous said
Cairo should stand by the Turkish
opposition.
“Gulen will likely be deported
by the United States to Turkey,”
Mahrous said, “but if it does this,

Egypt’s cultural lights fading away
Ayman Saad

Cairo

T

he world is getting smaller for Noha Mahmoud, a
novelist in her mid-30s,
and with it is the space
for tolerating free speech.
Mahmoud, who has three novels
and a collection of short stories to
her name, has seen most of Egypt’s
independent cultural centres closing and many of the country’s independent cultural activities disappearing, all in a matter of a few
years.
“Culture is mainly organised, designed and controlled by the state,”
said Mahmoud, the 2011 winner of
the Dubai Cultural Award. “As for
all cultural activities outside the
territory of state control, they are
all dying and making themselves
scarce.”

An objective look at
Egypt’s cultural life
shows it is not totally
moribund.
This is not about a cultural recession or a downside from Egypt’s
tough and deteriorating economic
conditions. It is not about the new
generation of Egypt’s people of letters, artists, writers and people seeing only the dark side of their country’s cultural life.
It is about the heavy-handed control the government imposes, what
some writers and artists describe
as the “nationalisation” of Egypt’s
culture, the diminishing space for
free speech and also about Egypt’s
fading cultural light.

A number of Egyptian writers
and artists say the country is becoming a graveyard for free speech,
a prison for talent and a detention
camp for those who think of writing down their thoughts.
Writers and intellectuals are going to jail, poets and artists are
filled with fear and journalists
and the media are becoming more
aware of the dangers of not toeing
the line of those in power.
“There is a new trial of writers
every day, a new hearing aiming at
punishing artists or a new arbitrary
verdict against men of letters,” said
Shaaban Youssef, a poet in his mid60s. “There is less tolerance for artistic innovation and this is becoming a general condition.”
Egypt was once a thriving centre
of Arab cultural life. Writers and
cultural figures travelled to Egypt
from all parts of the Arab world to
study, innovate and think without
the limits they faced in their home
countries.
Cairo used to boast a large number of cultural centres where unrestricted cultural discussions
boomed and cafés where the cultural luminaries in the Arab world
met. The capital’s cultural schedule brimmed with events and activities.
These activities are drying up,
artists and people of letters say,
blaming diminishing freedoms and
the government’s and the religious
establishment’s intolerance of free
speech.
Mahmoud said some of her colleagues have gone to jail for writing
a novel deemed offensive to public morality or writing a comment
seen to be contrary to religious
teachings.
A journalist by training, she said

Egyptian author Ahmed Naji was sentenced to two years in jail by
a Cairo appeals court for publishing a sexually explicit excerpt of
his novel that prosecutors said violated public modesty.
there have been restrictions placed
on the freedom to criticise people
in power.
“The problem is that some writers are brought to court simply for
imagining,” Mahmoud said. “This
shows that we are speaking about
a very limited space for freedom.”
Egyptian Culture Minister Helmi
al-Namnam said he does not view
things as negatively. He said he is

against jailing writers for expressing their views but added that he
cannot prevent it.
“Writers were jailed by court
rulings and I cannot comment on
these rulings,” Namnam said. “We
must not forget that the culture of
the public sometimes dictates the
limits to which writers can go to in
expressing their views.”
An objective look at Egypt’s

the man will suffer repression in
his country, which is why Egypt
should step in and help him.”
There are suggestions that Egypt
entered the Gulen fray to pressure
Turkey to accelerate its rapprochement bid.
“The Gulen asylum gesture is
one of these cards (held by Cairo),
in fact,” negotiation expert Hassan
Wagih said. “So far, Turkish opposition figures living here do not
play any political role but whether
this will continue to be the case in
the future is not certain. If they do,
this will be yet one more pressure
card used by Cairo against Turkey,
which also hosts Egyptian opposition figures.”
Khaled Osama is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

cultural life shows it is not totally
moribund. Namnam personally
sponsored a long list of events, including some during Ramadan. He
said the events attracted a large
number of people and enriched the
cultural scene.
“Look at the busy schedule of
state theatres, look at the success
of the last Cairo International Book
Fair and also look at the cultural activities we sponsor,” he said.
The government used to fund
cultural activities, back writers,
artists and cultural centres and
institutions. Egypt’s deteriorating economic conditions removed
state backing for culture but left
its control intact. With private cultural institutions affected by the
economic slowdown, writers and
artists often have to fend for themselves.
Mahmoud, for example, had to
pay half the cost of the publication
of her latest novel Girl Made of Paper because her publisher did not
have enough money to publish the
book.
Some of her colleagues had to
do other jobs because they can no
longer earn a living by writing. Other writers are staying away from
writing, lest they be jailed.
Gabir Asfour, twice Culture minister, a literary critic and a symbol
of Egypt’s cultural life for the past
30 years, said freedom of speech
and creativity is under attack.
“This is why we all need to join
hands and defend this freedom,”
Asfour said. “Our country cannot
keep narrowing the freedom margin because this will make intellectuals fall silent one after another.”
Ayman Saad is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.
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Abductions, killings make Libya’s chaos even worse
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

L

ibya’s lawlessness has taken a gruesome turn with
rival militias, vying for
power and control of the
country’s oil wealth, torturing and killing people. Criminal
gangs in areas with no oil wealth
are grabbing the limited cash held
by ordinary Libyans by kidnapping
people for ransom.
The gangs often dump or hang
the bodies of victims whose families cannot pay ransoms, adding
another layer of misery to the life
of Libyans suffering cash shortages
and electricity cuts.

The violence is
forcing people to
seek protection
from local militias.
Tripoli, where a UN-brokered government arrived four months ago
from exile to try to restore stability,
is being called the “capital of kidnappers”. At least two kidnapping
victims, including a 14-year-old girl
whose family was unable to pay a
500,000 Libyan dinar — $350,000 —
ransom, have been killed recently,
according to police reports.
In the western area of Warshefana, abductions are so rife that a local
satirist wrote on a website: “If Warshefana kidnap gangs deposit their
cash money in the banks, Libya’s
cash shortage could end in a wink.”
In one of the latest killings, a 65year old man was tortured and murdered. Saied Shariha, from Kabou

A February 2016 file picture shows Libyan militia fighters manning a checkpoint in the city of Sabratha.
in Nafousa Mountain, was hanged
after his family was unable to meet
the $560,000 ransom.
The violence is forcing people to
seek protection from local militias,
strengthening the fighters’ influence, experts said.
Suspected militiamen tortured
and killed 12 loyalists to former dictator Muammar Qaddafi after they
were freed from a militia-run prison

in Tripoli. The bodies, scattered in
several areas of the capital, were
found with bullet wounds to their
heads and signs of torture, Libyan
Justice Ministry spokesman Wessam al-Saghir said.
In Benghazi and other eastern
parts of Libya, the battle is for control of oil and gas fields and ports
from which those resources are exported.

The bodies of 14 civilians were
found July 23rd in a landfill in Benghazi’s Lathi neighbourhood, which
is under control of the forces of General Khalifa Haftar, the commander
of the rump of Libya’s national army
in the east. In Benghazi’s Abu Atni
neighbourhood, a father and his
three sons were found dead in a
landfill.
Militias loyal to Haftar launched

a crackdown on Islamist opponents
in Benghazi after the Defend Benghazi Brigades said they planned to
return to the city by force after they
were swept out following 14 months
of fighting.
UN Envoy to Libya Martin Kobler
called the executions “a war crime”.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

Why ISIS in Libya may be able to survive

View poi nt

Mohamed
Toumi

W

hen Islamic
State (ISIS)
fighters
established
their affiliate
amid the chaos
of Libya in 2014, they looked to
exploit the country’s political
divisions and geography to repeat
the parent organisation’s success
in Iraq and Syria.
UN Secretary-General Ban
Ki-moon said ISIS fighters in
Libya are facing the “distinct
possibility” of defeat in their last
stronghold and are likely to
scatter elsewhere in the nation
and neighbouring countries.
Ban, in a report released July
19th to the UN Security Council,
said it is estimated that ISIS has
about 7,000 fighters in Libya. He
said, however, as a result of the
recent offensive against ISIS by
Libyan forces “the current
number of those in Sirte is now
likely well under 1,000″ with
many others likely regrouping “in
smaller and geographically
dispersed cells across Libya and in
the region”.
ISIS fighters can survive and
regroup as a result of Libya’s
political divisions, which have led
to the absence of a central
government that can enforce state
control over Libya’s large desert
and mountain territory and guard
the country’s borders with six
countries.
Uprooting ISIS from Sirte, the
heart of Libya’s eastern oil
crescent, would give a political
boost to Tripoli’s unity government and ease the fears of
Western powers about Sirte

ISIS fighters can survive
and regroup as a result
of Libya’s political
divisions.

serving as a fallback for the
militants after eventual defeat in
the Middle East.
But losing Sirte would also free
ISIS from the need to defend
territory and force it to turn to
irregular attacks. It could also
look for a safe haven in the
southern Libyan desert. With its
stronghold shattered its foreign
fighters might return to their
home countries, causing more
instability among Libya’s neighbours.
With the goal of defending the
project of a “caliphate” in North
Africa not being an immediate
concern, ISIS could link up with
other radical organisations.
Defeat in Sirte would not be
ISIS’s first loss of territory in
Libya. When Libyan jihadists
affiliated with al-Battar Brigades
returned home after fighting in
Syria in 2012 they picked Derna as
their stronghold. Assaults by
anti-Islamist general Khalifa
Haftar, who commands the Libyan
National Army, routed the

jihadists from Derna with the
backing of air strikes from Egypt.
The extremists showed their
resilience by emerging to snatch
control of Sirte from militias allied
with the government in Tripoli.
If ISIS fighters become scattered
from their current stronghold in
Sirte and it becomes increasingly
difficult to join the besieged
parent organisation in Syria and
Iraq, the risks for Libya’s neighbours are likely to increase as
militants could shift towards more
high-casualty terrorist attacks
such as those in Baghdad, Istanbul
and a number of European cities.
Tunisia faces the greatest risk as
ISIS is dominated by Tunisian
recruits who might be tempted to
launch cross-border attacks such
as that in March when militants
left their beleaguered small base
in the Libyan town of Sabratha to
try to capture the Tunisian town
of Ben Guerdane.
Unlike ISIS central, the Islamic
State in Libya has not been forced
to insert itself into ungoverned

Fighters from forces aligned with Libya’s new unity government
clash with Islamic State fighters positioned in Sirte, on June
30th.

Militants
could shift
towards
more highcasualty
terrorist
attacks such
as those in
Baghdad,
Istanbul and
a number of
European
cities.

territories where sectarianism and
factionalism dominate political
and social life. Chased from
territory it held on the northern
and more populous coastline, it
could redirect more of its efforts
southward to control oil and other
riches, including water from the
Great Man-Made River or gold
mines near Niger.
There are also complex, extensive and exploitable grievances
across the Sahara and Sahel
regions where resentment
towards neglectful coastal elites is
rife. ISIS could also fan conflicts
between tribes in southern Libya.
The group’s long-term strategist
Abu Bakr Naji has advised in his
Management of Savagery that
tribes can be tapped as a vehicle
for territorial control.
ISIS has forged links with the
Qaddafa tribe of deposed dictator
Muammar Qaddafi and many
former regime officials.
Misratan militias and their allies
among Awlad Suleiman tribes in
Sebha have fought the Qaddafa
and Magarha tribes before and the
Misratans’ leading role in uprooting ISIS from Sirte would make
them a top target for the militants.
Surviving ISIS fighters could
draw strength from other likeminded groups or join them. Libya
has many such factions including
Ansar al-Sharia Libya, al-Qaeda in
the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) and
the Benghazi Revolutionaries
Shura Council, which may now
operate under the Defence
Brigade of Benghazi (DBB).
Other groups are the Derna
Revolutionaries Shura Council,
the Ajdabiya Revolutionaries
Shura Council, which may now
operate under the Operations
Room for Ajdabiya Liberation and
Support for Benghazi Revolutionaries.
Mohamed Toumi is an
antiterrorism expert at Tunisia’s
government-run think-tank Centre
of Economic and Social Studies and
Researches (CERES).
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Israeli law on NGOs draws outcry
Noreen Sadik

Taybeh, Israel

F

oreign-funded
non-governmental organisations in
Israel criticised a new law
which they say will stifle
them on the grounds that
they are outspoken about Israeli
violations in Palestinian lands.
The law would muzzle 27 nongovernmental organisations (NGOs)
that receive funding mostly from
the European Union which have
been outspoken about Israeli actions against Palestinians in the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip.
“The bill will allow for the delegitimisation of Israeli human rights
NGOs,” said Amjad Iraqi, an international advocacy coordinator at
Adalah, the Legal Centre for Arab
Minority Rights in Israel, one of the
affected NGOs. “It will also allow
for NGOs to be treated as foreign
entities working against Israel, encouraging the public to view human
rights as something dirty.”
He said Adalah would fight the
law but declined to say what steps it
would take.
The law was passed July 11th on a
57-48 vote in the Israeli parliament.
It goes into effect January 1st, 2017,
but NGOs have until June 2018 to
submit their first reports, said Yariv
Oppenheimer, director-general of
Peace Now, another affected NGO.
A handful of Israel-based NGOs
linked to the country’s ruling hardline cabinet are exempt from the
law since their funding is considered “private”, coming from Jewish
foundations and individuals abroad
and are vehemently opposed to Palestinian statehood.
The brainchild of Israeli Justice Minister Ayelet Shaked — and
backed by Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu — the law’s stated intention is to increase transparency with
new reporting guidelines on NGOs
that receive more than half of their
funding from foreign governments.
Right-wing Israeli politicians
accuse Europe of being overly in-

Stickers bearing the logo of Peace Now, an Israeli non-governmental organisation that tracks and opposes Jewish settlement in the
occupied West Bank and East Jerusalem, are seen at its offices in Tel Aviv.
volved in Israel’s internal affairs.
Shaked said the new law would prevent “the absurd situation in which
foreign countries interfere in Israel’s
internal affairs by funding NGOs
without the Israeli public being
aware of it”.

The law would muzzle
27 non-governmental
organisations (NGOs)
that receive funding
mostly from the
European Union.
The European Union hit back at
the accusations. A European Commission statement said Europe
“supports organisations that promote democracy or help the Pales-

tinians develop their economy and
governing institutions as a step towards establishing an independent
state at peace with Israel”. European
parliamentarians cautioned that the
Israeli measure could hinder Europe’s cooperation with Israel.
“The reporting requirements imposed by the new law go beyond
the legitimate need for transparency
and seem aimed at constraining the
activities of these civil society organisations working in Israel,” the
commission statement said.
The European Commission said
the law “weakens democracy and
freedom of expression in Israel”.
Current law requires NGOs to report all sources of funding to Israel’s
state registrar four times a year. Un-

der the new measure, NGOs that receive more than 50% of their budget
from foreign sources must state
that fact when communicating with
parliamentary committees during
meetings, government and public officials, the media, on billboards and
on their websites. Violators could be
fined $7,540.
Iraqi, the Adalah coordinator,
said: “It’s clear the affected NGOs
are highly critical of the Israeli government’s policies particularly in
the occupied Palestinian territories
and, therefore, they are being specifically targeted.”
The NGO law was proposed in November 2015 but was put on hold.
Bringing it back coincided with
right-wing organisations claim-

ing left-wing NGOs were “foreign
agents” in Israel, Iraqi said.
Oppenheimer of Peace Now,
which is known for its opposition
to Jewish settlements in the West
Bank, stated: “The true intention
of the bill is to divert Israeli public
discourse away from the occupation
and to silence opposition to the government’s policies.
“The occupation of Palestine is
weaker now. There is more criticism
of Israel for its actions in the West
Bank and more pressure on Israel
from abroad.”
Noreen Sadik, based in Israel, is a
Palestinian-American citizen who
has written on issues affecting that
community.

The regional calculus of Turkish-Israeli reconciliation

View poi nt

Joe Macaron

I

t took Turkey and Israel
nearly six years to turn the
page on the 2010 Gaza
flotilla raid. While the
timing cannot be more
significant, there are
questions about the regional
effect of this rapprochement and
the calculus behind the simultaneous shift in Turkish and Israeli
policies aimed at rearranging
their strategic postures in the
Middle East.
The elements of the reconciliation agreement were set soon
after the flotilla crisis: an apology
from Israel, $20 million compensation for Turkish victims and
impunity for Israeli soldiers
involved in the raid.
National pride and domestic
politics stood in the way of
sealing the deal but the regional
calculus of both Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu has evolved in the
past two years.
While Netanyahu has a stable
political environment at home to
continue realigning Israel’s
regional interests, Erdogan will
be looking inward to address the

Ankara has committed to
prevent and cease support
of any Hamas activity that
targets Israeli assets on
Turkish soil.

repercussions of the recent failed
coup in Turkey. However, as both
sides renewed commitment to
this reconciliation process after
the coup attempt, two crucial
areas of interest show how
difficult is for them to cooperate:
Gaza Strip and Syria.
Gaza was a contentious issue in
the reconciliation talks. Netanyahu views it as a national
security priority and Erdogan
made it a cornerstone of his
appeal to an increasingly antiIsrael public in Turkey. The pale
compromise was for Hamas to
continue to operate in Turkey as a
political movement with Ankara
committing to prevent any Hamas
activity against Israeli assets on
Turkish soil. In return, Israel
would allow Turkey to deliver
humanitarian aid to Gaza (after
Israeli inspection).
Netanyahu is seeking to
reinvent old policy parameters
towards the Palestinians: reviving
Egypt’s role as a go-between with
the Palestinian Authority in the
West Bank and using Turkey as to
communicate with Hamas. This
would give Netanyahu more
control over diplomacy and will
subsequently sideline any French
or US initiative to revive the peace
process.
While this arrangement might
further stabilise the situation in
Gaza, it would remain a thorny
issue with Ankara, particularly if
Hamas and Iran rekindle their
coordination and set new confrontation rules. Even though
Turkey is gaining influence in
Gaza, the agreement with Israel

will test its relations with Hamas.
In Syria, there is a much
different strategic environment
as both Turkey and Israel border
the war-torn country. Israeli
involvement in Syria has mostly
been limited to targeting Hezbollah’s efforts to build military
capabilities in the Golan Heights,
while Turkey is primarily concerned about the activities of the
Kurdish People’s Protection Units
in Syria and the Kurdistan
Workers’ Party (PKK) in Iraq.
Erdogan’s animosity towards
Israel and the Syrian regime have
hindered Turkey’s ability to
prevent attacks from the Islamic
State (ISIS) or contain the territorial expansionism of Kurdish
groups. Turkey was unable to
acquire US-manufactured drones
to detect Kurdish rebels in
mountainous areas because the
US Congress was concerned about
its anti-Israel rhetoric. The
Turkish request to extradite
Islamic preacher Fethullah Gulen
from the United States for his
alleged role in the coup will likely
further strain relations between
Washington and Ankara. The
Turkish government will be more
inclined to request Israeli drones
instead.
Two factors prevent meaningful
cooperation in Syria: Israel will
not risk challenging US-Russian
support of Syrian Kurdish groups
and Turkey cannot risk being
overtly in coordination with Israel
in Syria.
Against this backdrop came the
July 13th announcement that
Ankara is considering restoring

The costbenefit
analysis
for both
Erdogan and
Netanyahu
will remain
a choice
between
strategic
interests and
domestic
politics.

relations with Syria. Erdogan
seems to believe that cooperation
with Assad is the only way to
deter Kurdish groups in Syria. It
will be hard for Ankara to cut its
losses in the Syrian conflict and it
is increasingly obvious that the
Syrian political opposition will be
further marginalised and Turkishbacked Syrian groups will likely
serve as a proxy in the fight
against Kurdish fighters.
Turkish-Israeli relations face
barriers that prevent any longterm meaningful cooperation
even if both countries are eager to
end their regional isolation. The
secret talks between Israel and
Turkey were triggered by Turkey’s
shooting down of a Russian
warplane last November. Mending fences with Israel was a
calculated move to balance
Russia’s diplomatic and economic
retaliation against Ankara. If
Turkey cannot restore its “zero
problems” policy, it must at least
begin by having fewer enemies.
It will be hard for Erdogan to
quickly walk back six years’ worth
of anti-Israel rhetoric and Israel
has learned to live without
Turkey. The cost-benefit analysis
for both Erdogan and Netanyahu
remains a choice between
strategic interests and domestic
politics and the regional effect of
the Turkish-Israeli rapprochement should not be exaggerated
as long as both leaders are in
power.
Joe Macaron is a Middle East
analyst at the Arab Center of
Washington DC.
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Former minister Marwan Hamadeh:
Hezbollah wary of ‘early rise of Hariri’
Mohamad Kawas

S
Beirut

itting with Marwan
Hamadeh, it is clear
that you are meeting
a unique figure in
Lebanese politics.
Hamadeh has had a
number of ministerial portfolios under
several prime ministers and has
played a pivotal role in Lebanon’s
modern history.
He is uniquely placed to
explain the complex situation
that Lebanon is going through,
with the country unable to elect
a president and parliamentary
elections on hold.
Hamadeh lived through Syrian
tutelage over Lebanon, as well as
the rise of the rival March 8 and
March 14 blocs. Walid Jumblatt’s
Progressive Socialist Party, of
which Hamadeh is a member, had
initially been a part of the March
14 alliance but left the coalition in
2011.
Jumblatt famously described
the March 14 alliance as being
more like an “atmosphere” than
a coalition of parties. Hamadeh
concurs, although he said he
remembers the atmosphere
that surrounded the “popular
revolution” and the rise of March
14 clearly.
“This was not just a protest
against the assassination of
one of the pillars of Lebanon,
prime minister Rafik Hariri. It
was a protest against the use
of assassinations by the Syrian
regime in Lebanese politics — a
policy that dated back decades,”
Hamadeh said.
“Everybody was fed up with
the Syrian presence in Lebanon.
Over the years, their military
presence declined, while their
interference in Lebanese politics
only increased,” he added.

Following Hariri’s assassination
and the Cedar revolution, Syria’s
presence in Lebanon ended on
April 30th, 2005.
More than 11 years later,
Lebanese politics is more divided
than ever, with rival political
coalitions unable to agree on the
election of a new president to
replace Michel Suleiman, who left
office in May 2014.
More recently, it seemed the
deadlock might be close to being
broken after an unexpected
agreement between Lebanese
Forces leader Samir Geagea and
rival Free Patriotic Movement
leader Michel Aoun. They had
been rival candidates for the
presidency, which must be
held by a Maronite Christian,
although the latest agreement
saw Geagea — who is part of the
March 14 alliance — endorse Aoun
— a member of the Hezbollah-led
March 8 alliance — for the post.
Despite this, Hamadeh said
he did not fear this resulting in a
wider schism between Muslims
and Christians.
“I do not fear this because Saad
Hariri is not, and has never been,
sectarian and he has confidence
that Samir Geagea, who has
experienced alliances with
Muslims before, is committed to
this,” he said.
As for whether he understands
Geagea’s decision to endorse
Aoun, Hamadeh said: “No, I do
not understand his position,
nor do I understand, or accept,
Lebanon reaching a position
where the only two candidates for
the presidency come from within
the March 8 alliance.”
The other candidate for
president is Suleiman Frangieh.
Despite also being a member of
the rival political coalition, his
candidacy has been endorsed by
Saad Hariri in what represents
another strange political alliance.
A Frangieh presidency, however,
would see Hariri retake the post of

The former
minister
warns that the
current system
is creating a
dangerous
sectarian
atmosphere.

Hamadeh
dismissed fears
that Tehran
could be able to
take control of
Lebanon.

prime minister.
The latest presidential
developments have also raised
fears about Iran’s influence in
Lebanon, particularly its backing
for Hezbollah and the March 8
alliance. Hamadeh dismissed
fears that Tehran could be able to
take control of Lebanon, stressing
the unique nature of Lebanese
politics, which is almost defined
by a philosophy of contrariness or
defiance.
“Even if those allied with
Iran took over the government
tomorrow and elected a president
and had a parliamentary majority,
they still would not be able to
change the inherent nature of
Lebanon’s pluralistic system,
which… prevents one party from
dominating any other,” Hamadeh
said.
However, he did warn that
the current system is creating a
dangerous sectarian atmosphere
in which Lebanon and the Arab
world’s Shias are concerned about
being isolated and marginalised,
an atmosphere that is being
exploited by Iran.
Hamadeh stressed that,
historically, Arab Shias have taken
important positions in support of
Arab causes and that the recent

sectarianism can be traced to the
Iranian revolution. “We did not
know a change of regime in Iran
would affect the entire region in
this way and they are using the
wilayat al-faqih [Guardianship
of the Jurist] concept to take the
Shias away from us,” he said.
Wilayat al-faqih is a Shia
concept that states that a jurist,
in this case the supreme leader of
Iran, must be in charge of worldly
affairs, including politics. It is a
concept to which Hezbollah and
other groups subscribe.
As for Hezbollah’s obstruction
of the election of a new president,
he said: “Hezbollah wanted a
consultative summit to change
the political system in Lebanon,
but this idea was revoked because
the Christians fear the country
returning to a numerical, not
pluralistic, system.”
“Hezbollah does not want
a president, not out of fear of
Suleiman Frangieh, for he is of
no concern to them, but rather
to prevent the early rise of Saad
Hariri [as prime minister]. They
are exerting all their efforts to
postpone this,” he said.
Mohamad Kawas is a Lebanese
writer.

Lebanon’s health care reform aims at tackling corruption
Bassem Ajami

Beirut

T

he Lebanese were pleasantly surprised when the
government
approved
a plan extending free
health care coverage to
people 64 years or older. The current system limits coverage to 85%
of the hospital bills.
The decision was welcomed by a
population that expects little from
a Lebanese government renowned
for corruption and incompetence.
However, it was surprising how
little attention the plan received in
the media. In the West, health care
is a prominent issue on which elections are won or lost. In Lebanon,
public interest is directed more towards divisive political issues.

If the new plan
succeeds in cracking
down on corruption in
the health care system
this may encourage
the government to
introduce badly
needed reforms in
other sectors.
While this is no “mini-Obamacare”, it remains a plan that affects
about 55,000 elderly Lebanese at
an estimated annual cost of $10 million. Minister of Public Health Ali
Hassan Khalil said he would finance
the plan by cracking down on cor-

ruption in the health care system.
Despite the efficiency of its service, the Lebanese health care system remains flawed and corrupt. It
is common for some private hospitals to overcharge the government,
including billing for phantom patients. Recently, one hospital was
discovered to be charging the government for services to patients after those patients had died.
Hospitals, on the other hand,
complain that the government
delays settling invoices on the
grounds of verification. Some invoices submitted in the year 2000
are yet to be paid.
But will the new plan work? Experience calls for scepticism. On
two occasions, the government
attempted to introduce a comprehensive health care plan but both
attempts failed.
On one occasion, the government
invited the public to subscribe to
a plan that offered full coverage to
all regardless of age. Some did subscribe but then discovered that the
plan existed on paper only. The other attempt was when parliamentarians introduced a health care bill to
parliament offering comprehensive
coverage. That was more than 15
years ago. Nothing has been heard
of the bill since.
It is vital for the latest plan to
work. Its success may have a ripple effect on the country and could
help bring the divided population
of Lebanon together.
Regardless of their sects, political
orientations and conflicting loyalties, all Lebanese need a feasible

A Lebanese doctor treats a woman with respiratory difficulties at the emergency room at Sacré Cœur
hospital outside Beirut, Lebanon.
health care plan but such a plan
must be the product of public debate and not the decision of a minister or even the cabinet. Ministers
and cabinets come and go and priorities change.
A meaningful debate over health
care not only could improve the
new plan, it could also lead to public

consideration of other issues, such
as schooling, taxation and housing.
A series of debates over multiple
issues of social significance will go
a long way towards creating a harmonious community and reducing
political tensions.
Moreover, if the new plan succeeds in cracking down on corrup-

tion in the health care system, as
promised by the minister, this may
encourage the government to introduce badly needed reforms in other
sectors.
Bassem Ajami is a LebaneseBritish journalist who lives in
Beirut.
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Arab summit breeds more apathy and frustration
Ahmed Meghid

Cairo

T

he 27th Arab summit convened in Mauritania amid
growing challenges facing a disintegrating Arab
world and political differences reaching a peak.
In the final communiqué of the
meeting, Arab government representatives used almost the same
rhetoric to react to the emerging
threats facing the region without
suggesting any practical steps to address them.
They condemned terrorism, renewed their commitment to cooperate to defend Arab national security, welcomed a French initiative
for resuming peace talks between
the Palestinians and the Israelis and
expressed support for Iraq in its battle against terrorism.
The representatives reiterated
their governments’ rejection of Iranian interference in the affairs of
Arab countries, called on Syrians to
seek a peaceful solution to the conflict in their country and called on
Israel to join the Treaty on the NonProliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
Nonetheless, the summit, which
was notable for who did not show
up as who did, went almost unnoticed, overshadowed by the wars
in Syria, Iraq, Libya and Yemen
as well as terrorist attacks targeting Europe. Besides the feelings of
apathy and frustration this has created among Arab masses, political
analysts saw the summit’s failure as
proof that Arab gatherings are good
for nothing.
“The few Arab leaders attending
the summit gave the public everywhere in the Arab world nothing
but words,” said Mohamed Hussein,
a political science professor from
Cairo University. “They convinced
all Arabs that they should not wait
for anything good to come from
them.”
The summit should have been in
Morocco in March but the North African kingdom refused to host the
event, expecting it to be a copy of
previous Arab gatherings: a meet-

Arab leaders pose for a group photo after the opening ceremony of the Arab Summit, on July 25th.
ing of a group of leaders who are
divided.
Mauritania said it would be the
summit host, being the next after
Morocco in the Arabic alphabetical
order. Nouakchott did everything
possible to make the event a success. The summit was, however,
skipped by about 15 Arab leaders
and failed to grab the interest of the
Arab public.
Those leaders who attended had
to spend the night before the gathering in Morocco because of the
lack of suitable accommodations
in Nouakchott. The meeting lasted
only half a day and the tenor of most
speeches delivered was expressive
of the enormity of frustration felt
by Arab officials themselves.
Iraqi Foreign Minister Ibrahim
al-Jaafari eloquently expressed this
frustration when he left the piece of
paper he was reading from and told
summit participants that the Arab
region was the centre of wealth and

had also become the centre of conflict and wars.
Lebanese Prime Minister Tammam Salam, whose tiny country is
reeling under the burden of hosting
more than 1.5 million Syrian refugees, suggested the formation of an
agency to oversee the creation of
safe zones in Syria for its refugees.
Salam said accommodating the Syrians in their country would be less
costly.
Arab League officials tried to
spread optimism, saying the summit opened the door to reform of
the Arab League, for widening cooperation among Arab states that
would show Iran that the Arabs are
united in rejecting its interference
in their affairs.
“These are all important messages that came out of the event,”
Arab League Deputy Secretary-General Ahmed bin Helli told The Arab
Weekly. “We should build on this.”
Probably mindful of the enormity

of inter-Arab rifts, Arab League Secretary-General Ahmed Aboul Gheit
before the summit said that simply
having the gathering would be a
success in itself. He outlined a plan
to put the pan-Arab organisation in
control when it comes to conflicts in
countries such as Syria and Libya.

The summit went
almost unnoticed,
overshadowed by the
wars in Syria, Iraq,
Libya and Yemen as
well as terrorist
attacks in Europe.
Nonetheless, such rhetoric fell
short of impressing Arab political
experts. They said the event failed
to rise up to the challenges facing
the Arab world at present.
According to experts, the failure
of Arab governments to see the
dangers facing their countries and

act accordingly, their inability to
form a unified and practical stance
to counter Iran’s growing influence
in the region and their inability to
adopt an equally strong and practical position to counter Turkish
ambitions in the same region prove
beyond doubt that Arab leaders are
not capable of giving hope to their
people.
“The world is moving, while the
Arabs are standing in their place
and giving their people nothing but
lip service,” said Mustafa al-Sayed,
a Cairo University political science
professor. “Arab rulers prove that
they always betray the dreams of
their peoples on one occasion after
another by gathering and speaking
without taking any action.”
Sayed is part of a growing chorus
calling on Egypt to exit the Arab
League.
Ahmed Meghid is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

Alleged plot keeps Egypt’s Sisi from Arab summit
Ayman Saad

Cairo

E

xperts — some with links
to the country’s security
apparatus — claimed that
Egyptian intelligence had
information that jihadist
groups linked to the Islamic State
(ISIS) had targeted Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi at the recent Arab summit in Mauritania.
The Egyptian presidency denied the plot reports; however,
its failure to give reasons for Sisi’s
absence from the meeting fuelled
conspiracy rumours. Sisi could
have merely decided, such as other
prominent Arab rulers, including
Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud and Jordanian King Abdullah II, not to go to Nouakchott.
“News of the plot was true but
the presidency has denied it to
avoid making the public worry,”
said Mamdouh al-Kidwani, a retired police major-general and the
former governor of Sohag province.
Kidwani claimed Moroccan authorities had information that
Sisi would have been targeted last
March in Morocco, where the 2016
Arab summit was first scheduled.
Sisi had planned to travel to
Nouakchott after Mauritania was
asked to host the summit when
Morocco declined. Arab League
Secretary-General Ahmed Aboul
Gheit, Egypt’s Foreign minister
from 2004-11, led the sessions for
the first time.
There is little information about

A September 2015 file photo shows Egyptian President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi (L) arriving for the 70th session of the UN General
Assembly at UN headquarters.
why Sisi would have been assassinated but security experts say
Egyptian security personnel had
information about moves by jihadist groups linked to the Muslim Brotherhood, also powerful in
Mauritania, and the ISIS to attack
Sisi in Nouakchott.
“One likely scenario for his assassination would have been an attack
on his motorcade as he travelled
from the airport to the summit location,” said Ahmed al-Awadi, a
member of parliament’s Defence
and National Security Committee.
“Sisi is on the hit list of terrorist organisations.”
There are sceptics, including
Khaled Okasha, a retired police

lieutenant-general, who ruled out
the assassination scenario as a reason behind Sisi’s absence from the
summit. He claimed Sisi kept away
from the summit because the event
would not be attended by most
Arab leaders.
“This was the real reason why he
did not attend,” Okasha said. “He
[Sisi] knew that if he went there, he
would be one of few leaders showing up.”
Political experts said the Egyptian leader had reasons not to risk
his personal safety to attend an
event that marked the official demise of everything he toiled to
achieve during the past two years,
including his proposal for the for-

mation of an Arab military force.
Sisi had been calling for forming
the force since he rose to power in
2014. He officially proposed it in
March 2015 during an Arab summit
in Sharm el-Sheikh. The force was
not, however, on the agenda of the
Nouakchott summit, even as King
Salman pledged to go ahead with it
when he was in Cairo in April.
“The president had enough evidence that the summit would not
be worth the pain of travelling,”
said Tarek Fahmy, a political science professor at the American
University in Cairo. “This was also
the reason why most Arab leaders
did not show up.”
The Egyptian Interior Ministry
refused to comment on the plot reports but local experts said the security situation in Mauritania gives
credence to the allegations.
The country is vulnerable to terrorist destabilisation, the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace
said in a research paper in February
2016. It added that, relative to its
population, no other country in the
Sahel and Sahara region produces
as many jihadist ideologues and
high-ranking terrorist operatives as
Mauritania.
Sisi is an avowed enemy of Islamist movements. He crushed the
Muslim Brotherhood, Egypt’s most
powerful Islamist movement. Sisi
also battles an ISIS-linked insurgency in Egypt’s Sinai peninsula.
This is probably why he seems
obsessed with his personal security, even as he told visiting US congressmen in March 2015 that he did
not fear suffering the fate of late

president Anwar Sadat, who was
assassinated during a military parade in 1971.
Sisi shrouds his movements inside his country with secrecy. His
moves inside Egypt become known
only when they happen.

“The president had
enough evidence
that the summit
would not be worth
the pain of
travelling.”
Tarek Fahmy, a political
science professor at the
American University
in Cairo
Nevertheless, he does everything possible to hide his security
obsession. He recently said, as he
attended the graduation of new
military pilots, that he was told by
army leaders that the graduates
would use live ammunition during the ceremony. “I told them [the
army leaders] that this is nothing I
can fear from,” Sisi said.
It seems, however, that there
was something he feared in Nouakchott. Zunt said Sisi heeded intelligence warnings against going
there.
“It would have been difficult for
his bodyguards to secure him in a
country like Mauritania,” Zunt said.
“This became even more difficult
after the assassination plot transpired.”
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Ex-Arab League official speaks of Arab
policy shortcomings
Dalal Saoud

A

Beirut

half-day Arab
League summit
attended by only
a few leaders
who approved a
prearranged
final communiqué before
hastily leaving says it all. The July
25th meeting in Mauritania
reflected how much the Arab
world is fragmented and its
leaders incapable of getting
together to face multiple and
dangerous threats to its existence.
The summit, which was scheduled to take place in Morocco in
March, “went like it is a ceremonial rendezvous that we need to
observe”, according to Ambassador
Nassif Hitti, a former senior Arab
League official.
“It has left a very bitter taste in
terms of going down at a moment
when we need to stand up and face
the dangers,” Hitti, the former head
of the Arab League Mission in Paris,
Rome and the Vatican, told The
Arab Weekly.
Terrorism, foreign intervention, growing regional ambitions,
increasing sectarianism and radicalisation, disintegrated societies,
weakened state structures are only
a few of the challenges facing the
embattled region.
“We are living in a very disordered, very anarchical order and
I would have and still expect that
the Arab leaders would sit together
because the danger will reach
everybody at different times,” said
Hitti.
Political rivalries and divisions
have hindered any collective Arab
action, starting with the 1948 war
that led to the creation of Israel and
the loss of most of Palestine.
“There is a major symptomatic
problem in collective Arab diplomacy. There is a divorce between
the use of different instruments
of power and diplomacy,” Hitti
explained. “We are always reacting
(to events) instead of adopting a
proactive strategy.”

Even when the Arab leaders
came up with what Hitti described
as “the most courageous and most
comprehensive initiative” to settle
the Arab-Israeli conflict — the Arab
peace initiative adopted in Beirut
in 2002 — they simply failed to
promote it.
“We adopted it and put it on the
shelf… Did we fight for it? No. Did
we commit ourselves in a collective
diplomatic action? We should have
gone to the key influential actors
in the world and say: ‘My relations
with you tomorrow will depend on
how you position yourself on this
issue’,” he said.
With Iran and Turkey stepping in
to fill an emerging Arab power vacuum in the last decade, the outbreak
in late 2010 and 2011 of the “Arab
spring” revolutions that turned into
bloody civil wars in many countries
and attracted direct and indirect
foreign intervention left the region
in disarray and pushed it towards
collapse.
“We have been an open theatre for others’ competition… The
Arab regional order has been deArabised, not in terms of cultural
identity but in terms of projection
of power,” Hitti said, noting that
unless Arab countries decide to
develop a “certain common strategy
of action”, they will not have “the
capacity to heavily weigh in the
equation of the region.”
Such a strategy is needed if the
Arabs are to confront Iran and other
ambitious forces, deter their actions
and force them to rethink their policies, according to the former Arab
League official.
Although he admitted that this
might sound “idealistic”, Hitti
suggested Arab heads of state hold
an informal meeting to “reach
common minimal denominators on
ways of handling the growing challenges and threats”.
“It might not be for tomorrow but
continuing on the path of ceremonial rendezvous void of any collective
policy and oriented actions… will
allow the fire to reach every place,”
he noted.
A comprehensive strategy to
combat terrorism is a most urgent
priority that should not be limited
to security and military but extended to include religious, cultural,

A comprehensive
strategy to
combat terrorism
is a most
urgent priority,
according to
Hitti.

“There is a major
symptomatic
problem in
collective Arab
diplomacy. There
is a divorce
between the
use of different
instruments
of power and
diplomacy.”
Nassif Hitti

educational, social, economic and
political aspects, according to Hitti.
“The imminent priority to combat
terrorism must not make the Arabs
forget that serious genuine homeled reform is equally necessary in
the hotbeds of crises,” he said.
Another key challenge is the
increasing number of failing Arab
states that could turn into failed
states, he said, adding: “Salvaging
these states whose societies are being fragmented by ongoing conflicts
and crises is a main task, otherwise
they will turn into hotbeds for
regional conflicts and wars of all
sorts.”
Economic cooperation and
economic integration become more
than necessary as a strategic component of an Arab collective action.
How to salvage the Arab state
and prevent the proliferation of Somalisation? How to reconstruct and
consolidate the Arab state? How to
address the fears of certain social
components to undercut the fear of

being used by countries outside the
region? How to address the issue
of comprehensive development
in the region? How to create a sort
of Arab integration respecting the
sovereignty of each state but building on identifying areas of common
interest?
To answer these questions and
many others, Hitti said: “We need
to develop a political culture of a
gradual selective cooperation. We
might agree on one area and disagree on others. We should not allow
areas of disagreement to overcome
areas of agreement.”
Hitti concluded by referring to
the “European experience, though
it is not an ideal one especially
today”, to draw lessons on “how
important to work together, respect
the sovereignty of the others and to
build on common ground”.
Dalal Saoud is the Deputy
Editor-in-Chief of The Arab Weekly.
She is based in Beirut.

Nouakchott — The summit of lost hope

View poi nt

Amine
Kammourieh

T

he Arab League’s vain
half-day summit in
Mauritania amounted
to a declaration of its
own collapse as a
unifying framework
for Arab leaders who are incapable of reaching a minimum
accord to confront the perils
threatening the Arab nation.
The July 25th meeting was the
most genuine reflection of the
state of Arab division and disarray, the worst since the League of
Arab States was founded 70 years
ago.
The Nouakchott meeting will be
memorialised as the most poorly
attended summit of the 22-member Arab League. Even Palestinians, whose cause was the catalyst
behind the founding of the Arab
League, were absent, raising fears

What separates Arab
states is way bigger
than what brings them
together.

that the meeting could be the last
summit of what remains of the
Arab nation.
What separates Arab states,
including wars and political
differences, is way bigger than
what brings them together. The
summit’s flowery statements were
nothing but an obsolete recipe,
which does not make any difference or any sense.
Instead of releasing statements
of denial and pretence, the Arab
summit should have made proposals for resolving the region’s many
crises. That is why the only news
from the summit was the opening in the presence of those who
attended, while the redundant
closing statement was deemed
unworthy of space in the media.
When the large majority of Arab
countries were strong and run by
tenacious regimes, the summits
consistently failed to come up
with solutions to the host of complex and entangled issues faced.
So, why should anyone expect the
summit of lost hope in Nouakchott
to succeed at a time when crises
have multiplied and become more
intricate, a time when the region
is falling apart, with some countries almost disappearing from the
map while others are plagued with

terrorism and yet others hijacked
by militias and parties working
according to foreign agendas,
irrespective of their countries’ interests and the future of the Arab
nation?
Arab leaders have been meeting
to no avail for 70 years to review
and discuss means to recover
Palestine, which was seized by the
Zionists from its own people, and
without succeeding in recovering
one inch of the usurped land. How
would anyone expect them to be
able to act now, in such a state of
disarray, to deal with the enemy
(Israel) or countries seized by
terrorism and others usurped by
armed militias and reeling under
ignorance, tribalism and fanaticism?
Dangers hanging over the Arab
world have two main origins —
economy and security. The two
go together, though security takes
priority, since economy cannot
develop and flourish without
security.
Hence, efforts have been aimed
at safeguarding Arab national
security at the expense of the
Arabs’ core cause, Palestine. But
the problem lies in the fact that
certain Arab states have failed
to properly maintain their own

The
summit’s
flowery
statements
were nothing
but an
obsolete
recipe.

security and lacked the decency
to name matters as they are and to
define terrorism that some have
helped create and expand.
That is why the Arab League has
not dared to identify the source
and origins of terrorism or to distinguish between friends and foes,
resulting in deeper confusion and
disarray. Is Israel still the Arabs’
number one enemy? If yes, why
should they disregard this enemy?
If there is a new enemy, is it right
to forget about the first one?
The poor state of the Arab
League is a natural result of the
foiled uprisings that, at first, raised
high hopes among the people
who revolted calling for freedom,
dignity and decent living, thinking
they could lead to elected parliaments, security services, army and
judiciary that could express their
aspirations of getting free from
past political regimes.
The raging fires sweeping the
Arab world, from Iraq to Syria,
Yemen, Libya and Somalia prove
that Arabs are incapable of preserving their present. Do they
deserve to lead the nation in the
future?
Amine Kammourieh is a Lebanese
journalist based in Beirut.
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Failed coup casts long shadow over Turkish politics
Constanze Letsch

Istanbul

T

urkey’s bloody failed coup
is casting a long shadow
over the country’s domestic and foreign politics.
The Turkish government — and much of the country’s
population — blame US-based cleric
Fethullah Gulen for the July 15th
coup attempt in which at least 245
people were killed and more than
1,500 wounded.
Since then, tens of thousands
of soldiers, police officers, judges,
prosecutors, teachers and civil servants with suspected ties to Gulen
have been detained or suspended
from their jobs.
Human rights groups and some
of Turkey’s Western allies warned
that the investigation into alleged
plotters must not turn into a witch
hunt against all government critics.
Turkey defended the purges as necessary security measures.
“There is not a single state institution that this structure has not
infiltrated,” Energy Minister Berat
Albayrak, who is also Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s sonin-law, said in a televised interview
in reference to Gulen and his network of supporters. “Every institution is being investigated and will
be assessed.”
He said the investigation would
be “just” and not a blanket purge.
More than 15,000 people — 10,000
of them military personnel — have
been detained since the coup attempt and 8,000 people have been
formally arrested, Interior Minister
Efkan Ala said. Turkish authorities
have issued arrest warrants for 89
journalists, drawing concern from
the European Union and rights
groups, such as Reporters without
Borders.
Critics pointed out that many
things remained unclear and that
purges were carried out indiscriminately and without due process.
“We are still unsure of what happened,” said one human rights lawyer who wished to remain anonymous for fear of repercussions.
“Many details of the night of July

Turkish commandos take part in an operation to search for missing military personnel suspected of being involved in the coup attempt,
in Marmaris, Turkey.
still need to be brought to light.
There needs to be conclusive proof
of someone’s involvement in the
coup attempt before they should
be arrested or sacked. Who decides
who is a Gulenist and who is not
and on what grounds? It looks like
the government is simply seizing
the opportunity to go after its critics
and people they do not like.”
Turkish authorities extended
pre-charge detention periods to a
maximum of 30 days and closed
thousands of institutions, including
private schools, universities, charities and health facilities with suspected links to the Gulen network.
Turkish authorities could be seen
shutting down institutions in several cities, removing signs and sealing buildings. Assets were seized by
the Treasury.
Human rights groups warned that
the first decree passed under the
state of emergency was discriminatory and a disproportionate answer
to the coup attempt of July 15th.

Turkey’s foreign relations have
not remained untouched by the
political upheaval. Turkish officials
and pro-government media have repeatedly accused the United States
of being behind the failed coup and
tensions were predicted to soar over
the request for extradition of Gulen.

More than

15,000

people — 10,000
of them military
personnel — have been
detained since the coup
attempt.

Turkey’s
relationship
with
Greece is also facing a diplomatic
test after eight Turkish soldiers
landed a helicopter on Greek ter-

ritory the night of the failed coup.
According to Greek media reports,
all eight were unarmed and immediately surrendered to Greek
police. Greek daily Ekathimerini
reported that the soldiers told local authorities that they had not
participated in the attempted overthrow of the Turkish government
and that they had been charged
with evacuating civilians and soldiers under fire by Turkish police.
Ankara disputed the claims and
asked the officers, all of whom
asked for asylum in Greece, be
extradited. Greek authorities are
obliged to process their claims,
a process that can take several
weeks. The Greek government immediately returned the helicopter
and publicly hinted at wanting to
return the soldiers — three majors,
three captains and two sergeantmajors — but said the reintroduction of capital punishment in Turkey would be “a red line”.
Turkey’s relationship with Rus-

sia is, however, warming following
the coup attempt, with Erdogan to
visit Russian President Vladimir
Putin in Moscow in August, the
first such meeting since Turkey
downed a Russian warplane near
the Syrian border in November
2015.
Turkish Deputy Prime Minister Mehmet Simsek said Russia
was not only Turkey’s “close and
friendly neighbour but also a strategic partner”. Both countries have
signalled wanting to revive strategic and trade relations.
With Turkey disappointed and
angry at European allies and the
United States over what it sees as
their lack of empathy following the
coup attempt, the failed plot might
lead to a deeper rift with the West
and to Turkey turning more actively towards its allies and rekindled
friendships in the East.
Constanze Letsch is a contributor
to The Arab Weekly in Istanbul.

Turkey after the coup attempt: Normalisation or deeper chaos?

View poi nt

Yavuz Baydar

F

ollowing the bloody
coup attempt, Turkey
has been dragged into
a fierce political storm.
While speculation
remains as to who was
at the centre of the putsch, the
aftershocks leave little doubt
about the magnitude of the
countermoves led by Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan,
who now seems to have a
stronger grip on the country.
His chief of staff declared that
nearly 9,000 officers and soldiers
were arrested; at least 125
generals were in custody. There
are 347 generals in the Turkish
Army, NATO’s second largest
military force.
According to the Interior
Ministry, 15,900 people were
arrested and 8,113 of them were
detained indefinitely. Those who
have been purged from the state
apparatus number more than
75,000.
There is no doubt that the
country, with an economy in
shatters, is at an existential
turning point, even its traditional position as part of many

Following the bloody
coup attempt, Turkey has
been dragged into a fierce
political storm.

Western institutions — NATO and
the European Court of Human
Rights, etc. — are in question.
All these issues await certainly
a clarity over a fundamental
question: Will the putsch lead to a
normalisation long overdue or a
further drift into instability and
authoritarian rule? How will the
emergency rule affect the
political diversity and will the
Kurdish issue be tackled brutally
or democratically? How will
Turkey’s deeply crippled constitutional order be handled?
A silver lining in the midst of
the hurricane is that all opposition parties, media and non-government organisations stood
behind the government, condemning the coup and its plotters. The expectations had been
that the dark night of July 15th
would begin to heal the wounds
and unite all the parties around
democratic values.
A key point was the hand of
Erdogan extended to his foes in
the opposition. But when he
invited the leaders to talk, one
point was enough to raise new
questions. Erdogan chose to
meet, at his palace, only the
leaders of the main opposition,
Kemalist Republican People’s
Party (CHP) and the ultra-right
Nationalist Movement Party
(MHP). The third largest elected
force in parliament, the Peoples’
Democratic Party (HDP), was
excluded from the “democracy
dialogue”.

No wonder, then, that HDP
leader Selahattin Demirtas
reacted harshly. “The exclusion of
us means that the result of the
coup attempt is not really
grasped,” he said. “’HDP is the
key to democracy. If they think
that they can solve the problems
by a Turkish national front, well,
it’s all up to them.”
What Demirtas points out is yet
another sign that the issue of
distrust of Erdogan, whom
observers at home and abroad see
as mainly responsible for the
turmoil and its bloody climax
marking the past five years, will
remain part of the agenda.
The Kurdish issue is only part of
the problems of the mismanagement and the series of institutional collapses within the state.
The coup attempt made it clear
that the self-defence mechanisms
of the frail democratic order had
failed and left NATO’s second
largest force at its most vulnerable
in the most delicate of times. How
the damage repair will be managed remains an open-ended
issue.
It is clear that Erdogan pulls all
the strings. He can launch a
“revival of democracy” wave or,
as many experienced observers
fear, utilise the situation to
cement an autocratic rule that
will place Turkey among Central
Asian dictatorships.
Emergency rule is a powerful
instrument and all the signs so far
point to the latter.

There is no
doubt that
the country,
with an
economy in
shatters, is at
an existential
turning
point.

In the immediate aftermath of
the putsch, the Erdogan’s Justice
and Development Party (AKP)
launched a massive purge within
the judiciary coupled with a law
subordinating the high judges to
the political power; attacked the
media with mass arrests and bans;
encouraged a witch hunt indiscriminately targeting the opposition; brought back the issue of
death penalty to the agenda;
suspended the European Human
Rights Mechanism; and a comprehensive reorganisation within the
mainly secular army is under way.
The fact that all this is done
without any minimum inclusion
of the opposition raises serious
eyebrows.
It may be that the AKP and its
voter base may have stood out as
victorious out of the putsch, the
real question is whether the same
can be said about the entire
country and its diverse, dynamic
social fabric.
If normalisation is not pushed
by the democratic opposition
strongly enough, the risk is that
large swaths of Turkish society
will see themselves taken hostage.
This is what the historic
watershed, pushed by the plotters, means.
Yavuz Baydar is a journalist based
in Istanbul. A founding member
of the Platform for Independent
Journalism (P24) and a news
analyst, he won the European
Press Prize in 2014.
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Iran: ‘Black cloud’ of Trump
hangs over new contracts
Gareth Smyth

London

A

s Iran works to take advantage of the easing of
sanctions a year after the
landmark nuclear agreement with world powers,
the prospect of Donald Trump winning the US presidential election in
November looms like a black cloud.
“The public isn’t talking about it;
they’re more concerned with the
heat wave, prices and problems
with water,” an Iranian journalist
told The Arab Weekly, “but behind
closed doors the defence, oil and
economy officials certainly are discussing Mr Trump.”
Plans to open an Iranian bank
branch in Greece to facilitate payments are on hold until the US election result is known. The branch
is intended to ease problems with
payments as Greece’s Hellenic Petroleum increases its purchases of
Iranian crude.
Its recent payment of $400 million of $600 million in debts were
made in cash because of European
banks’ reluctance to facilitate trade
with Iran given their wariness over
Washington’s possible reaction.

“Behind closed
doors the defence,
oil and economy
officials are
discussing
Mr Trump.”

An Iranian journalist

Another sign of nerves has come
in comments from Amir Hossein
Zamaninia, a deputy Iranian Petroleum minister, over the new terms
Iran has been devising for making
contracts for developing oil and gas
fields more attractive to international oil companies.
Zamaninia envisaged that 15 projects would be offered to the majors
by the end of August with the first

contract signed within “three to
four months”, a timeframe fitting
neatly with the US election.
The importance of a new kind of
contract — the integrated petroleum
contract (IPC) — is reflected in the
four years the Petroleum Ministry
has spent discussing terms, work
that began under previous president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad but
whose pace increased when Hassan
Rohani was elected in 2013.

Plans to open an
Iranian bank branch in
Greece to facilitate
payments are on hold
until the US election
result is known.
The oil majors disliked the old
system of “buy back” because projects were short and gave them no
incentive to boost profits. Now an
IPC would be up to 20 years and,
instead of receiving an agreed level
of output before handing the field
back to Iran, the major would get up
to 49% of output.
The scheme has cleared the Resistance Economy Headquarters,
a body established in 2015 by Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, the supreme
leader, to build unity on economic
policy among competing factions.
The decision reflects Khamenei’s backing for Rohani’s strategy
of wooing overseas investment,
despite criticism from many principlists that the IPCs would water
down Iran’s constitutional commitment to public ownership of energy
reserves.
Various statistics have been given
for Iran’s need for investment in energy. Zamaninia spoke in October of
seeking $185 billion by 2020.
Only a small percentage could be
raised domestically given the sluggish performance of Iran’s economy
and the unquantified but heavy
burden of non-performing loans left
in the banking sector by the populist lending and fiscal laxity of the
Ahmadinejad administration.
Just as important to Iran as in-

vestment is access to the advanced
technology held by the majors, vital
to extending the lifespan of ageing
oil fields and to converting reserves
in the vast South Pars gas field into
liquid natural gas (LNG) for export.
Iranian gas production in 2014
was 5% of the world total, even
though the country holds 18.2% of
global reserves.
But ending “buy-back” is only
part of the solution. The oil majors
pulled out of Iran around 2009-11
more in fear of tightening US sanctions than anything else.
France’s Total seems the most enthusiastic of the Western companies
to return. Its earlier involvement in
Iran petered out around 2010 but
in March the company signed a
Memorandum of Understanding for
a development plan for the South
Azadegan field.
Total resumed purchasing Iranian
crude almost immediately after US
and EU energy sanctions were lifted
in February with the implementation of the July 2015 nuclear agreement.
Total and other majors, however,
will be wary that potential Iranian
partners and subcontractors are
linked to companies owned by the
Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps
(IRGC), which remains under US
sanctions.
Iran has a vast array of state and
privately owned companies active
in energy, and among those named
by the Petroleum Ministry as suitable for foreign partners is Khatam
ol-Anbia, the IRGC’s engineering
arm.
At the start of the year, Iranian
Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad
Zarif said in London that the next
US president would “not be able to
tear up the [nuclear] agreement”
as its benefits would be clear to all
and it is true that its reversal would
require consent from other parties,
including Russia and China.
But Trump has not lessened criticisms of what in his acceptance
speech at the Republican Party convention he called “one of the worst
deals ever negotiated”.

An Iranian demonstrator holds up a portrait of US Republican
presidential candidate Donald Trump adorned with a beard and a
slogan reading “is Daeishian” (Daesh is Arabic acronym for ISIS),
during a parade marking al-Quds (Jerusalem) Day in Tehran, on
July 1st.
The way Washington applies its
remaining sanctions — directly,
in restricting dollar access for any
business with Iran or in punishing
anyone dealing with sanctioned entities like the IRGC, or indirectly, in
scaring off international banks and
energy companies — will remain im-

portant.
This unsettling fact accounts for
the nerves over a Trump presidency.
Gareth Smyth was chief
correspondent for the Financial
Times in Iran from 2003-07.

Iranian ballistic missile tests unsettle nuclear
agreement supporters
View poi nt

John C.K.
Daly

J

uly 14th marked the first
anniversary of the Iran
nuclear agreement, the
Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action (JCPOA).
International consensus is
that Tehran has fulfilled the
terms of the deal, which provide
for international supervision of
Iran’s civilian nuclear programme.
But Iran’s ballistic missile
development programme is also
of concern to the international
community as providing a
possible delivery system should it
covertly develop nuclear weapons, continues, so much so that
the UN Security Council reviewed
Iran’s compliance with UN
Resolution 2231.
That measure went into effect
days after the nuclear accord.
According to the resolution, Iran
is “called upon not to undertake
any activity related to ballistic
missiles designed to be capable of
delivering nuclear weapons,

Iran’s ballistic missile
development programme of
concern as providing a possible
delivery system should it
covertly develop nuclear
weapons.

including launches using such
ballistic missile technology”. Iran
is barred from conducting
ballistic missile tests for eight
years.
In the wake of the Security
Council’s resolution, the Iranian
Foreign Ministry immediately
issued a statement that stressed:
“Iran’s military capabilities,
including its ballistic missiles, are
exclusively for legitimate
defence; this equipment has not
been designed for the capability
to carry nuclear payloads and,
thus, fall outside the scope and
the jurisdiction of the [Security
Council] resolution and its
annexes.”
According to Western media,
Iran conducted a ballistic missile
launch on July 11th but the rocket
exploded shortly after launch.
The rocket was a version of the
North Korean BM-25 Musudan
ballistic missile, which has a
range of nearly 4,000km, far
exceeding the range of indigenous
Iranian rocket designs. According
to Western intelligence sources,
the failed launch is Iran’s fourth
in 12 months.
A confidential report from UN
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon
called Iran’s ballistic missile
programme “not consistent with
the constructive spirit” of the
nuclear deal but left it up to the
Security Council to decide
whether Iran was in violation of

Resolution 2231.
The Security Council discussed
Ban’s report with members
divided over whether Iran’s
March ballistic missile launches
during military exercises constituted a violation of Resolution
2231. Iran maintains that the
launches did not violate it but a
number of Security Council
members stated that, while the
launches were not technically
violations of the JCPOA, they
were “inconsistent” with Resolution 2231.
The tests provide ammunition
to those arguing that the JCPOA is
fatally flawed. On the same day of
the Security Council meeting,
Israeli Defence Minister Avigdor
Lieberman — in his first appearance before the Knesset Foreign
Affairs and Defence Committee
— remarked: “Iran is still promoting its missile programme with
full force… and we don’t have to
guess whom the missiles programme is targeting.”
Driving this is the concern that
Iran and Israel regard one another
as existential enemies. The
harshest critic of the JCPOA has
been Israeli Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu, who
persistently maintains that Iran
had a covert nuclear weapons
initiative disguised within its
ostensibly civilian nuclear energy
programme. Tehran hotly denied
the allegations and, in the

A confidential
report from
UN SecretaryGeneral Ban
Ki-moon
called Iran’s
ballistic
missile
programme
“not
consistent
with the
constructive
spirit” of the
nuclear deal.

absence of verifiable intelligence,
the JCPOA was negotiated.
Netanyahu’s criticism has
continued and has received
support from some Republican
members of the US Congress.
Iran’s apparent disregard of
Security Council concerns raised
over its implementation of UN
Resolution 2231 has the potential
to derail the JCPOA, a rare
diplomatic success in a region
increasingly torn by violence.
If the Security Council determines that Iran violated the
resolution, the question arises
about what action the Security
Council and the UN General
Assembly might take. In such a
situation, the only winners will be
the hawks in Israel and the US
government, which from the
outset declared JCPOA a bad
agreement.
As the world re-engages with
Iran, its government should
carefully consider whether
provocative experimentation
with unreliable North Korean
missile technology is worth the
potential consequences to an
economy battered by decades of
sanctions, along with the political
isolation Iran would inevitably
face should it be determined that
Tehran violated its agreements.
John C.K. Daly is a Washingtonbased specialist on Russian and
post-Soviet affairs.
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Arab Americans come around to supporting Clinton
Joyce Karam

Philadelphia

A

s the Democratic Party
nominated Hillary Clinton for president at its
convention in Philadelphia, Arab and Muslim
Americans faced the dilemma of
whether to support a nominee they
voted against in primaries a few
months earlier.
Arab Americans were vocal and
visible inside and outside the venue
for the four-day Democratic National Convention. There were proPalestine banners, kaffiyehs and a
robust presence in the arena and
the protests outside.

“Even on a very bad
day, Hillary is
thousands of times
better than Trump.”

James Zogby, president of
the Washington-based Arab
American Institute
In light of Republican presidential
nominee Donald Trump’s proposed
ban on Muslims entering the United
States, the Arab-American and Muslim communities have a lot at stake
in the November election.
Their votes are expected to play
significant roles in states such as
Michigan, Virginia and Florida
where there are large Arab and Mus-

lim populations and likely to be major battlegrounds between Clinton
and Trump.
James Zogby, head of the Washington-based Arab American Institute and an adviser to Bernie Sanders, said he was disappointed the
more pro-Palestinian Clinton rival
had failed to win the presidential
nomination but he had no doubt
that “even on a very bad day, Hillary
is thousands of times better than
Trump”.
“I might disagree with the Hillary
campaign on key issues, Donald
Trump is like cancer in the American body politic and he will destroy
it,” Zogby said. Trump, he said, “has
already inflicted plenty of damage,
unleashed hate and validated a bigoted rhetoric that was not in the
public before”. Zogby sees in him
a “dangerous showman feeding the
beast to win votes”.
Voting for Clinton as the antiTrump candidate is an argument
that resonates among many Arab
and Muslim activists, some of
whom still support Sanders and
have disagreements with Clinton on
issues ranging from the Israeli occupation to social justice.
Linda Sarsour, executive director
of the Arab American Association
of New York and who helped drive
community support for Sanders,
said: “It is irresponsible to vote for
a third-party candidate if you live in
a swing state” — where Clinton and
Trump are in close competition.
Sarsour said defeating Trump is
the ultimate priority in this election.
“If you don’t live in a swing state,
vote for whoever you want, but if
you are in a swing state, you have a
responsibility not to put us under a
fascist demagogue,” she said.
Zogby said the fight for a more

Michigan delegate Melissa Arab protests during the first day of the Democratic National Convention
in Philadelphia, on July 25th.
progressive Democratic Party has
just begun. While acknowledging
that the Democratic National Committee platform “did not move the
needle much on Israel and Palestine, it is more progressive and better than the previous ones”.
Zogby, who was on the platform
committee as a Sanders delegate,
said: “This is the first time that Palestinians are talked about on their
own, as opposed to [in terms of]
what Israel needs and requires.”
He added that for the first time
there is “talk about dignity and the

needs of the Palestinians — this is
a big deal and the constituency is
changing, especially among the
young base of the party”.
Zogby said he was able to insert
language in the platform in support
of Jordan and Lebanon on issues
related to refugees and state institutions. He lamented that support
for the boycott movement against
Israel was not included in the platform but, he said, “our job is to follow up”.
Sarsour said she was disappointed
that the term “Israeli occupation”

was not included in the platform
and warned that the Democratic
Party “is failing in keeping up with
the base to move forward”.
Some Syrian-American activists
in Philadelphia have been passionate supporters of Clinton all along.
Kenan Rahmani said the former
secretary of State is a voice that condemned the Syria President Bashar
regime’s brutality from the beginning of the uprising in 2011.
Joyce Karam is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Washington.

Arab-American community
leader thrives in Washington
neighbourhood
Rasha Elass

Washington

I

n Washington’s Ivy City neighbourhood, drug-related violence and prostitution were so
endemic that even the police
stayed away. Now, it is one of
Washington’s hottest areas with a
panache for night life.
With that transition has come
many contradictions, among the
most glaring of which is a masjid
that sits next to a medical marijuana dispensary, surrounded by gin
and whiskey distilleries.
Mohammed
Mobaidin,
the
founder and director of the masjid,
immigrated from Jordan in 1977
and has been one of the main fixtures in Ivy City for 25 years.

“Besides
worshipping Allah,
I want to show
America that
Muslims are not
what you think.”

Mohammed Mobaidin

“In 1992, when I first came to Ivy
City, most houses were boarded
up. Lots of people lived as squatters,” he said at the Ivy City Smokehouse, a restaurant specialising in
smoked fish. From our table by the
window we could see the masjid,
a humble street-level prayer room
with boarding rooms on the second
floor.
“Actually, the masjid used to be a
convenience store. In 1972, a couple of guys robbed and killed the
clerk,” said Mobaidin. The building was vacant until its owner, a
Jewish man, sold it to Mobaidin in

1997. Two years later, he turned it
into a masjid.
The first property Mobaidin
owned in Ivy City was a convenience store that he operated despite
the violence in the neighbourhood.
One day, a man walked in and
begged Mobaidin to buy his home
from him.
“He had come to check on his
house and, as soon as he entered, squatters started shooting
at him. So he ran to me and said,
‘Please buy my house.’ So I did. For
$6,000,” recalled Mobaidin.
Mobaidin bought other properties and soon owned more than
two dozen units in nine separate
properties. He estimates the value
of his real estate holdings in Ivy
City at about $3 million.
Mobaidin is a serial entrepreneur, a pillar in a once impoverished community, a mystic and
something of an inadvertent Muslim missionary, transcending the
structural racism that contributes
to high black poverty and ghettoisation in many American cities.
In many ways, Mobaidin’s story is
quintessentially American.
Among the businesses that he
has owned and operated in Ivy City
over the years were a taxi company,
a mechanic shop and a laundromat.
“The police used to wonder how
I stayed safe,” he said, laughing.
“Almost every store got robbed
and all the owners had bulletproof
glass, except me. I said if I need
bulletproof glass, then I don’t need
to be here.”
The police became so convinced
that Mobaidin’s store would be
robbed that they staked it out, hiding in wait for the inevitable robbery but the robbers never came.
“The reason, believe it or not,
is that the neighbourhood kids

as soon as they heard someone
was going to do something to me,
they’d run to my defence. They
knew me. I cashed cheques for
their grandmothers and ran store
credit for them when no one else
did,” said Mobaidin.
Once, a drug addict tried to sell
him jewellery so she could buy
drugs. Mobaidin took the jewellery
and gave her $25 but he stored the
jewellery in a safe hoping she or
someone from her family would
return for it. A few weeks later, her
mother was delighted to learn that
he had kept the jewellery.

“There were
prostitutes and crack
dealers; water running
everywhere,” recalled
Mobaidin.
“I gave it all back to her for $25.
It was these things that built trust
and respect between me and the
community,” he said.
In the 1800s, Ivy City served as
a stop on the “underground railroad”, a network of secret escape
routes used by African Americans
escaping slavery in the south. Ivy
City became home to many freed
slaves and it thrived in the 1940s as
the war economy generated jobs.
In the ensuing decades, Ivy City
found itself serving as the city’s
trash dump and incinerator. Many
of its residents left and drug dealers moved in.
Shortly after Mobaidin moved to
Ivy City he experienced what he interpreted as a sign from God. A fellow Arab American came to Mobaidin’s mechanic shop for service.
The stranger suggested that Mobaidin build a masjid, an idea that
Mobaidin first had when he was a

Mohammed Mobaidin at the door of the masjid, at Washington’s
Ivy City neighbourhood.
boy attending a relative’s funeral at
al-Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem.
“So we drove around and he said:
‘Stop. Here’s your masjid.’ There
were prostitutes and crack dealers;
water running everywhere,” recalled Mobaidin. “But I built it. And
believe it or not, when we were
tearing down the ceiling something
fell on my head. It was silver coins,”
he said.
Today, developers envision Ivy
City becoming like New Orleans

with its lively nightclubs and bars
but Mohaidin does not mind.
“Besides worshipping Allah, I
want to show America that Muslims are not what you think,” he
said. Then he cracks a laugh and
adds: “I’m afraid Ivy City is going to
be a second sin city in America, but
I’ll still have a mosque here.”
Rasha Elass is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.
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Deadly Mediterranean crossings to continue
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

E

urope is bracing for another deadly summer as
hundreds of thousands of
desperate economic migrants and refugees from
across Africa and the Middle East
seeking to start a new life in the
West attempt to cross the Mediterranean.
More than 3,000 migrants and
refugees have died trying to cross
the Mediterranean in 2016, the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) reported. That figure is
expected to increase as the summer drags on. Deaths did not hit the
3,000 mark until September in 2014
and October in 2015.

More than

3,000

migrants and
refugees have died
trying to cross the
Mediterranean in 2016.
More than 250,000 migrants and
refugees have made the perilous
journey to Europe — mostly to Italy
and Greece — this year as Europe
faces the prospect of another wave
of mass migration — and deaths.
“The latest discovery of 39 bodies washed up on Libyan shores
this week bring the number of casualties to over 3,034 among the migrants and refugees who attempted

to cross the Mediterranean to reach
Europe in 2016,” the IOM said in a
July 26th release.
“This year’s total so far is significantly higher compared to last year
as of end of July 2015, when 1,917
had lost their lives at sea,” the IOM
added.
Although fewer migrants overall sought to attempt the more
dangerous central Mediterranean
route via North Africa to Italy than
at this time in 2015, far more have
died than in previous years. This is
because people smugglers are using larger ships to make the journey. While this means that there
are fewer shipwrecks than before,
when most migrants would attempt
the journey in small dinghies, any
shipwreck is likely to lead to a far
greater loss of life.
“Despite the constant and increased patrolling of the Mediterranean, it has proved extremely
difficult to reduce the number of
victims. Sometimes it has taken
only a few shipwrecks to cause
hundreds of casualties,” IOM Rome
spokesman Flavio Di Giacomo said.
IOM figures revealed that 88,351
people made the journey across the
Mediterranean to Italy in 2016 as of
May 31st, compared to 93,540 during the same period in 2015. As for
the eastern Mediterranean route
via Greece, 159,657 had made that
trip in the same period in 2016,
compared to 126,514 last year.
It is the central Mediterranean
route, particularly via Libya to Italy,
that has seen the largest loss of life
and which is the biggest concern
for EU authorities after the EU-Turkey deal helped to stem the flow of
migrants to Greece and southern
European states beefed up border
security.
“Migratory pressure in the

Libyan emergency services remove one of more than 100 bodies pulled from the Mediterranean Sea
after a smuggling boat carrying mainly African migrants sank, near the western city of Zwara, Libya,
last June.
central Mediterranean region remained high in June, with the
number of migrants arriving in
Italy last month increasing by 24%
from the previous month to some
22,500,” Frontex, the EU border
agency, said.
Most migrants making the journey to Italy from North Africa are
Africans, particularly from Nigeria,
Eritrea and Sudan, and are viewed

by the European Union as economic migrants, not asylum seekers.
Syrians and Afghans, who are more
likely to take the route via Turkey
through Greece, are also more likely to have their asylum applications
approved by the European Union.
To illustrate the scale of migration across the Mediterranean from
Libya to Italy during the summer,
when seas are comparatively calm,

2,150 migrants and refugees were
rescued from boats and dinghies
in the Strait of Sicily in 18 separate
operations on July 22nd, the Italian
Coast Guard said. Two days earlier, 3,200 migrants were rescued
as part of 25 operations. It was not
known how many people, if any,
died during those operations but
IOM figures indicate an average of
20 refugees dying each day.

New challenge for Syria’s
neighbours over status of
refugees
Thomas Seibert

Washington

M

ore than five years
into the Syrian war,
governments around
the Middle East are
faced with Syrian
refugees turn from “guests” into
residents and, in some cases, into
citizens, changing the demographics of host countries and often
sparking anger among the native
population.
About 4.8 million Syrians are
registered as refugees in countries
from Turkey to Egypt, according to
the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). In Turkey, which
has taken in the biggest group —
about 2.7 million people — shop
signs in Arabic have become commonplace in many cities. In the
Turkish border province of Kilis,
Syrians outnumber Turks, resulting in a major policy shift.

Other countries in the
region are watching
the debate in Turkey
intensely.
Ankara regarded Syrians as
“guests” under temporary protection but short of official asylum
status in the hope that the refugees
would eventually go home. Only
two years ago, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, now Turkey’s president, told a
Turkish audience in the province of
Hatay, which borders Syria, that the
country’s “Syrian guests will surely
return to their country one day”.
Now, however, Ankara has begun
to issue work permits to Syrians
and is mulling a plan to grant citi-

zenship to hundreds of thousands.
Kemal Kirisci, a senior fellow at
the Brookings Institution in Washington who has written extensively
about the effect of the Syrian refugee crisis on neighbouring countries, said the turnaround is tacit
recognition of the failure of Ankara’s Syria policy that centred on
unseating Syrian President Bashar
Assad. “It is acknowledging defeat
in Syria without saying it openly,”
Kirisci said. Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yildirim has said he was
in favour of normalising ties with
Syria. “We need it,“ he said.
Some steps aimed at moving Syrians into Turkish society are controversial. The plan to offer Turkish
passports to Syrians, floated by Erdogan, was rejected by opposition
leaders and polls indicate most
Turks are opposed to the proposal.
Many see Syrians as competitors
in the labour and housing markets
and government critics suspect that
Erdogan is trying to create a new
voter pool for his governing Justice and Development Party (AKP).
Reports say about 300,000 Syrians
could become Turkish citizens if
the government sticks to its plan.
The opposition in Ankara is calling for a referendum on Erdogan’s
plan. Opposition leader Kemal Kilicdaroglu said it would be wrong to
hand Turkish passports to Syrians
when 17 million people in the country are living in poverty. Granting
citizenship to Syrians would also
result in the emergence of “ghettos” in Turkish cities, he said.
The debate comes during heightened tensions between Turks and
Syrians. Following the death of a
Syrian and a Turk during a brawl
in the central Anatolian province
of Konya, Turkish protesters demanded that all Syrians in the area

be kicked out. The government
has not said whether the July 15th
failed coup attempt would change
its passport plan but delays are
possible as Erdogan goes after
suspected plotters and supporters
with massive waves of arrests.
Other measures aimed at integrating Syrians have been put in
place without causing much public
fuss. Veysel Ayhan, director of the
International Middle East Peace
Research Centre (IMPR), a thinktank in Ankara, said efforts to bring
Syrians into the legal labour market
were bearing fruit. A project run
by IMPR, UNHCR and the Turkish Labour Ministry has produced
more than 5,000 work permits for
Syrians since March, Ayhan said,
adding: “Turkey could become a
model.”

More than

4.8 million
Syrians are registered
as refugees in countries
from Turkey to Egypt.
Kirisci said the work permit
scheme reflected recognition by
Ankara that Turkey would have to
live with a large group of Syrian migrants from now on.
By contrast, Erdogan’s passport
proposal was “pure politics”, Kirisci added. “It came straight out of
the blue” and appeared to be connected to the president’s political
agenda of changing Turkey’s government system from a parliamentary democracy to a presidential
republic, he said.

Syrian refugee Rua Sahalli, 12, from Idlib, Syria, weaves a carpet at
a workshop near the town of Kilis in south-eastern Turkey.
Murat Erdogan, a professor at
Ankara’s Hacettepe University and
a migration expert, has long argued
that Turkey should acknowledge
that most Syrians would not go
home. Although he said he is in favour of granting citizenship to Syrians, Murat Erdogan, who is not related to the Turkish president, said
the issue should be handled with
care and preparation.
“You can’t provide citizenship in
a matter of days,” he told the Hurriyet newspaper. “We need to have
some kind of integration courses.
This whole issue came to the agenda all of a sudden, without proper
debates.”
Other countries in the region are
watching the debate in Turkey intensely. In Jordan, the government
has won praise from the UNHCR
after launching a programme to issue work permits to Syrians who
worked illegally in the country
before. Access to the legal labour
market is seen as an important tool
to stop Syrians from sliding into
poverty as their savings dry up.
“The move will potentially put
Syrian refugees on the same footing as migrant workers in sectors

such as agriculture, construction,
service industries and food and
beverages,” the UNHCR said in a
statement. “This would provide a
much-needed economic boost to
the approximately 630,000 registered Syrian refugees in the kingdom, the vast majority of whom
live below the poverty line and rely
on humanitarian aid for survival.”
Kirisci said the Jordanian work
permit scheme was the “product
of a bargaining process” between
the government and Western countries, whose main interest is in preventing more Syrians from migrating to Europe.
Concerned about a possible hostile reaction by Jordanians to having Syrians compete with them for
legal jobs, Amman wanted to “sugar-coat” the work permits with access to European Union funds and
the bloc’s internal market, he said.
Reports said the step by the Jordanian government was also motivated by the hope of receiving a $300
million interest-free loan from the
World Bank in exchange.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Washington.
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Islam is in crisis

Ahmed Adnan

W

henever a
terrorist
attack takes
place,
people,
including
those who
have carried out the attack, rush
to link it to Islam and the Quran
but the reality is much more complicated.
We are in the midst of
unprecedented terrorist attacks,
particularly those targeting
mosques, from inter-Islamic
sectarian sources — such as
those seen against Shia mosques
in Saudi Arabia — to those by
non-Muslims against mosques in
India, Myanmar and elsewhere.
This phenomenon clearly
demonstrates that Islam is in
crisis and this is something that
all Muslims can confirm with
regards to the rise of different
groups — whether the Islamic
State (ISIS), al-Qaeda, the Muslim
Brotherhood, Hezbollah or anyone
else — claiming to speak for the
religion.
The problem that
is facing Islam and
Muslims is that the
prevailing version of
the religion — away
from debates about
what, if anything,
is “true” Islam — is
a version that does
not lend itself easily
to modern-day
life. Muslims, like
all people, want
something that
is ultimately lifeaffirming and not
too restrictive. More
importantly, they
want a realistic view
of morals and justice
based on logic, not

The problem that
is facing Islam and
Muslims is that the
prevailing version
of the religion is a
version that does
not lend itself easily
to modern-day life.

out-of-date aphorisms.
When political and societal
change was sweeping through
Latin America, this was able to coexist with the prevailing Catholic
religion — one did not subsume
the other. In fact, one beautiful
and life-affirming slogan that
arose, in Latin no less, to express
how religion can change with
society was: “We only deserve
paradise if we can achieve it on
Earth.”
As for the Muslim terrorists,
they want to reach heaven by
turning Earth into a living hell.
Muslim jurists, along with the
rulers they serve, played a major
role in creating this dichotomy.
In fact, the crisis facing Islam and
Muslims is the direct result of
their failure to weave together a
balanced relationship between the
material and immaterial, between
religion and rule.
This is because their aim was
not to create a balanced society
but to consecrate rule, ensuring
that any rebellion against the
ruler was viewed as a rebellion
against religion. Even worse was
to put forward the idea that Islam
must be backwards looking and
inordinately concerned with
the past, rather than the future:
a religion that does not value
development or growth, viewing
this as heresy.
So, it does not matter if there are
a million Muslims or a billion, if
Muslims’ entire view of the world
is dominated by a few schools
of religious thought created by
men who have long left this world
and who, in any case, were not
confronted by the issues and
problems that are confronting us
today.
There is a well-known Arab
saying that says that it is a great
virtue to acknowledge a mistake

Russian Muslims praying outside the central mosque in Moscow,
on July 5th.
and an even greater virtue to right
that wrong. However, for many
centuries Islam has stagnated, not
developing and looking forward,
nor moving to address any of the
real issues that modern Muslims
are facing.
It is this pressure that has seen
the rise of calls for a “renewal”
of religious discourse from
across the Muslim world. This
is something that we have seen
being called for by Egypt’s oldest
religious institute, al-Azhar
University, in addition to Egyptian
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi,

who went even further by calling
for a “revolution” in religious
discourse.
Islam is not just in need of a
renewal but a comprehensive
renewal that touches on all
aspects of the faith. The Muslim
world is facing an unparalleled
threat in terms of the rise of
extremism and terrorism. This is
a threat that must now finally be
addressed.
Yes, Islam is in crisis and this
crisis needs an urgent solution.

to say anything to mobilise
their supporters with a fearful
electorate increasingly prepared
to countenance policies and ideas
that previously would have been
unthinkable.
Europe in particular has seen
a rising number of attacks, from
Nice, where a lone-wolf attacker
mowed down 84 people with a
lorry, to the first suicide bombing
on German soil. Given this
deteriorating state of affairs, is it
any wonder that public discourse
against Islam and Muslims seems
to be on the rise?
Whenever news of an attack
begins to be reported, millions of

Muslims across the world hope
and pray that the attacker does not
turn out to be a Muslim or have
ties to the Islamic State (ISIS). This
is precisely what happened when
news of the Munich shootings first
broke and Muslims across Europe
breathed a huge sigh of relief
when it was revealed that this
terrible crime had nothing to do
with religion.
Far-right parties in Germany
were quick to try to point the
finger at Islam and particularly
Muslim refugees even while the
Munich gunman — a GermanIranian — was still in the process
of committing his crime.
Germany, which suffered
four violent attacks in a week
and a number of other smaller
incidents, is facing a difficult
adjustment period following
the massive influx of migrants
and refugees from across the
Middle East and North Africa,
along with increasing fears of
terrorism. This is an atmosphere
that right-wing politicians exploit
for their own ends, particularly
feelings of disenfranchisement
and xenophobia among citizens
who are concerned about how this
influx will affect their futures.
The latest attacks could lead to
more votes for far-right parties
and politicians who are warning
against the threat represented
by Islam and Muslim migrants
and refugees, and that could
ultimately have an effect on
migration and security policies
in countries such as France and
Germany.
Fear of Islamist terrorism is
more than justified but we must
not allow this to go overboard so
that every Muslim is viewed as a
potential terrorist, particularly
as this is something that only
strengthens the terrorists and
weakens those who would oppose
them.

Ahmad Adnan is a Saudi writer.

Who’s afraid of Islam?

Tha’ir al-Zazou

F

or many Western
politicians, Islam is
no longer a religion
like any other, part
and parcel of society.
Rather, Islam or more
specifically raising
fears about the threat represented by Islam and Muslims has
become part of a political agenda
that could help them reach power
and they do not miss an opportunity to point this out, no matter
the cost.
This is what we saw from US
Republican presidential candidate
Donald Trump, who has vowed
to “stamp out” Islamic terror,
although without giving any
details about just how he means
to do this. Trump previously
pledged a ban on Muslims
entering the United States until
the government can figure out
“what is going on”, something
that would help radicalise more
Muslims and strengthen Islamist
terror.
Trump subsequently sought to
back-pedal, saying instead this
would be a temporary suspension
of immigration from countries
that have been a major source
for terrorists instead of a blanket
ban against an entire religious
community.
Whatever the case, there can be
no doubt that this goes against the
constitution of the United States.
Despite this, it proved popular
enough to help propel Trump
to the Republican
nomination for
president at a time
when the American
people are more
afraid than ever of
Islamic terrorism.
Trump and rising
right-wing politicians
in Europe exploit
every single attack
to raise their profile
and score points
against their political

For many Western
politicians, Islam is
no longer a religion
like any other, part
and parcel of society.

opponents, whom they accuse of
being soft on crime and unable
to protect the public. We saw
this in the wake of the Bastille
Day attacks in Nice with French
President François Hollande
facing criticism from right-wing
rivals at a time when the country
is gearing up for a presidential
election in 2017.
In light of the number of
Islamist and specifically Islamic
State-linked terrorist attacks
that we have seen in the West
in the last year — from Paris
to San Bernardino, Brussels to
Orlando — right-wing politicians
seem more and more prepared

A Muslim man walks past the church Sainte Thérèse in
Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray near Rouen, France, on July 27th.

Tha’ir al-Zazou is a Syrian writer.
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Iraq’s children, a generation deprived of education
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

E

ight-year-old
Hamzawi
had a smile on his face
and a twinkle in his eyes,
unaffected by the effort
he was making to remove
tyres at the car repair workshop in
Baghdad’s industrial neighbourhood. Hamzawi’s father was disabled after an explosion last year and
the boy has been working since to
help support his family of six.
“I didn’t have a choice after my
father’s accident. Work was the only
option. I tried several jobs before
and I finally opted to work in car repair,” he said.
Hamzawi considers himself lucky
to have a job. He gets a daily wage
of 10,000 dinars ($8) for more than
eight hours of work a day. “I cannot deny that I would like to be at a
school, learning like other children,”
he said, “but I am not the only one
working. Many of my friends live
in the same difficult conditions or
worse.”

The scope of child
labour in Iraq is
obvious in many
places including
garages, factories,
garbage collection
centres and waste
dumps.
Next to Hamzawi’s workshop is
a blacksmith shop where Mohamad Mortada, 10, is an apprentice.
The death of his father in a terrorist attack forced him to drop out of
school to earn a living.
He said: “I had only two options
either lose my family or enter the
labour market. I believe that in my
case conditions could not be better,
most of my relatives are begging on

the streets or doing tough jobs that
I cannot.”
The scope of child labour in Iraq
is obvious in many places including garages, factories, garbage collection centres and waste dumps.
The UN children’s agency, UNICEF,
has sounded an alarm about the unprecedented number — estimated
at more than 575,000 — of children
working in Iraq. The phenomenon
is largely due to violence and displacement that affected the income
of millions of families.
According to UNICEF, the number
of working children has doubled
since 1990, the year when Iraq attacked Kuwait, leading to war with
the United States and its allies and
sanctions. Then came US-led invasion of 2003 and the sectarian strife
that continues to this day.
Since the beginning of 2014, almost 10% of Iraqi children — more
than 1.5 million — have been forced
to flee their homes because of violence. Nearly one-in-five schools is
closed due to conflict and almost
3.5 million children of school age
are missing out on an education,
UNICEF said.
Iraqi labour law prohibits employment of children under 15 but Mortada’s employer, Mohamad Haddad,
said he believes he is doing the right
thing. “I don’t think I am violating
the law by helping a child not to deviate to the wrong path. I am trying
hard to teach him the profession
so that he can support himself and
avoid being abused by wrongdoers,”
Haddad argued.
Bushra al-Obeidi, an Iraqi member of the High Commission for
Human Rights, stressed the “dangerous” situation of Iraqi children,
arguing that the number of working minors is much bigger than
UNICEF’s estimate.
“We have raised the issue in several reports submitted to the Iraqi
government pinpointing the fla-

grant violations committed against
children in this country but unfortunately all red lines have been
crossed in Iraq and scores of children have become the breadwinners of their families and many
were driven to commit criminal acts
or are sexually abused,” Obeidi said.
Article 29 of the Iraqi law bans the
economic exploitation of children
and imposes huge fines on violators but the law is not enforced.

Iraqi labour
law prohibits
employment of
children under 15.
“Despite our calls to implement the
law, the government’s response has
been more than poor. We even tried
to present a draft law for the protection of children in 2013 without success,” Obeidi noted.
According to UNICEF, at least 3.6
million children in Iraq are at risk
of death, serious injury, sexual violence, abduction and recruitment
into armed groups, an increase of
1.3 million since 2014.
Member of Parliament Ashwaq alJaf acknowledged authorities’ failure to ensure the minimum rights
of Iraqi children for education and
health care amid rampant insecurity and political uncertainties that
have left economic activities stunted and social safety nets disrupted,
while unemployment and poverty
have deepened.
“Families and children have
been the main victims of acute
economic and security deterioration that plagued the country in the
past six years,” Jaf said. “We have
tried many times to push for a law
to grant widows soft loans, but we
were cut short by political differences.”
Abir al-Jalabi, director of childcare at the Ministry of Labour and
Social Affairs, said the ministry will

Hamzawi is among more than 500,000 Iraqi children working
to support their impoverished families, which have been hit by
violence, displacement and economic crises.
be allocating monthly family allowances ranging $90-$300 to alleviate poverty, the main factor behind
child labour.
“The ministry has also intercepted several cases of abuse whereby
children were paid very little for
doing tough and hazardous work.

Consequently, many factories were
closed down and their owners
fined,” Jalabi added.
Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of The
Arab Weekly.

LGBT in the Middle East: Marginalised and barely tolerated
Samar Kadi

Beirut

L

esbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender (LGBT) communities are increasingly
insecure and marginalised
in the Middle East and
North Africa, where little tolerance
for homosexuals has been exhibited. Recent incidents, however,
including a ban of a pride gay parade in Istanbul, in addition to the
Islamic State’s notorious brutality
against homosexuals has brought
gays’ plight to the forefront.
While gays are relatively tolerated in Lebanon and Jordan, they
remain subject to legal persecution
elsewhere in the Middle East. All
Arab countries, with the exception
of Jordan and Lebanon, have laws
criminalising same-sex intimate
relationships. LGBT communities
remain persecuted in the mostly
conservative Arab societies, regardless of what the law says.

Members of LGBT
communities in the
Middle East tend to
hide their sexuality,
fearing persecution by
society.
“LGBT in Lebanon and the Middle East have always been a marginalised category. They are discriminated against in the society
and in the law. Even where there is
no specific law criminalising them,
other laws are used, such as protection of public ethics in Jordan,
to arrest and prosecute them,” said
Ghinwa Samahat, executive director of Helem, the first non-governmental organisation (NGO) protecting and defending homosexuals in
Lebanon and the Arab world.

Article 534 of the Lebanese Penal
Code prohibits “sexual intercourse
contrary to the order of nature”
and is used to prosecute LGBT people, even though “nature” has not
been legally defined in Lebanon.
“We had at least three cases
of homosexuals who have been
decriminalised in court on the
grounds that natural sexuality
is not legally framed. That was a
progressive development, which
somehow eased pressure on the
LGBT community in Lebanon,” Samahat said.
“Nonetheless,”
she
added,
“LGBT are still harassed by police and persecuted in the society.
Some are blackmailed. Others are
fired from their jobs, subjected to
harassment in the street and repudiated by their families.”
Helem, which started as a movement advocating freedom of sexuality in 1998, developed into an officially registered NGO defending
LGBT rights. It represents people in
court and offers judicial consultations in addition to social services.
Members of LGBT communities
in the Middle East tend to hide
their sexuality, fearing persecution
by society and close family members but they are often discovered.
“They are looked upon wrongly
as homosexuality is often associated with drug addiction and
prostitution and that makes their
families even more intolerant,” Samahat said.
“There is a trend that says Lebanon is more open and tolerant
to LGBT but this is not true because Beirut does not represent all
Lebanon. If you go out of Beirut
— whether north, south or east —
there is utter intolerance. Even inside Beirut, there are a few spaces
where they feel more accepted
and comfortable but still there are
raids, random attacks and arrests,”
she added.

A gay pride flag bearing the cedar tree in the middle of it is carried
by human rights activists during an anti-homophobia rally in
Beirut on April 30, 2013.
Homosexual behaviour is clearly
recognised as an act of sodomy in
Islam and it is harshly punished. In
some Arab countries punishment
can include years of imprisonment.
In Egypt, homosexuals are considered religious, social and even
legal outcasts. “Our religion views
same-sex relations as gross violations of its rules because they
spread vice and destroy the family
as an institution,” said Mohamed
al-Guindy, a member of the Religious Research Academy, the research arm of al-Azhar mosque.
“This is why it stipulates a heavy
punishment for these relationships.”
Nevertheless, homosexuals are
present — some say in large numbers — in the region. They are often
seen as “social lepers” inside family circles and in the wider society.
A homosexual said in a recent TV
interview that he feels afraid every
time he goes on the street. “People
get to know that I am gay from my

haircut and my clothes,” the man,
called Rami, told a private Egyptian channel. “They call me names,
beat me and sometimes steal my
belongings.”
Political developments in recent
years added to the suffering of the
LGBT community in Egypt. The
regime of President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi, which came to power after
crushing the Muslim Brotherhood,
wants to prove that it is more Islamic than the people it removed
from power, observers said. This
translated into more restrictions
on freedoms, including sexual
freedom.
Social and legal treatment of
LGBT people is as hostile in North
Africa where suppression of homosexuality begins at an early age.
Although homosexuality is not
explicitly a crime in Morocco, Article 489 of the penal code states
that “licentious acts or acts against
nature with a person of the same
sex” can result in prison sentences

of up to a year.
“In Morocco, the victim must
pay the price for his own aggression,” said Ibtissam Lachgar, a
leading figure in the Movement for
Individual Freedoms (MALI).
“Most gays hide their sexual
identity under mask of shame and
fear. They kiss girls to appear like
men in the eyes of their friends and
sometimes insult their fellow homosexuals when their entourage
does.”
In Algeria, articles 333 and 338
of the penal code mandate prison
terms of up to two years for homosexual relations.
In Tunisia, despite the constitution allowing freedom of religion
and consciousness, lesbian and gay
sexual relations can be punished
by up to three years in jail. Those
suspected of homosexual relations
could be forced to undergo anal
tests. Nonetheless, a legal organisation has been formed with decriminalising homosexual behaviour the top priority of this group.
As the country gained freedoms
after the uprisings of 2011, the push
for homosexuals’ rights became
more visible but did not gain tangible support among mainstream
intellectuals, politicians and artists
out of fear of a societal backlash.
“I do not see why we should live
hidden. Our life is a private matter,” said Ahmed Ben Amor from
the gays’ association Shams. “Homosexuality has always been a taboo and systematically repressed
in the Arab world long before the
rise of Islamic jihadism,” Samahat
said, “but now it is more in public focus because of (the Islamic
State’s) practices against gays.”
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly’s
Travel and Society sections editor.
Amr Emam in Cairo and Lamine
Ghanmi in Tunis contributed to
this report.
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Egypt close to
securing IMF loan
programme
Egypt said it was close to agreeing on an International Monetary
Fund (IMF) programme to ease its
funding gap and restore market stability and was seeking to secure $4
billion annually over three years.
Egyptian Prime Minister Sherif
Ismail ordered the completion of
negotiations with an IMF team, the
cabinet said in a statement. The
IMF welcomed Egypt’s request for
financial support and said it would
soon send a mission to Egypt.
“We are resorting to the IMF because the budget deficit is very
high, between 11% and 13% within
the past six years,” Finance Minister Amr el-Garhy told presenter
Lamis el-Hadeedi on a private TV
channel.
The government is seeking $12
billion from the IMF, which will
carry an interest rate of 1% or 1.5%,
Garhy said. The package includes issuing $2 billion-$3 billion in international bonds, which will be offered
as soon as possible, he added.
(Reuters)

Russian, Turkish
governments
discuss restoring
economic ties
Russia and Turkey will gradually unfreeze trade and economic
relations that soured after Turkey
downed a Russian warplane near
the Syrian border last November,
Russian Deputy Prime Minister
Arkady Dvorkovich told his Turkish
counterpart.
“We are here to improve our relations and to bring them to an even
higher level than before November
24th,” Turkish Deputy Prime Minister Mehmet Simsek told Dvorkovich
at the start of their meeting in Moscow, referring to the plane incident.
Russian President Vladimir Putin
is to meet with Turkish President
Tayyip Erdogan in the first half of
August, Simsek said.
(Reuters)

The longest cable-stayed bridge in Africa — named the Mohammed VI Bridge — stretches over the Bou Regreg valley connecting the
cities of Rabat and Sale.

Rabat’s cable-stayed bridge
to have big effect on Morocco
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

T

he 950-metre, cablestayed bridge inaugurated by King Mohammed VI
in Rabat is going to have a
major effect economically
and environmentally on Morocco,
business owners and residents said.
The Mohammed VI Bridge, which
connects Rabat with Sale, is the
longest cable-stayed bridge in Africa. It has six traffic lanes, two
200-metre towers and 160 cables.
It was constructed by the China
Railway Major Bridge Engineering
Group at a cost of $32.45 million,
funded by the European Investment Bank (EIB) and Morocco’s Autoroutes du Maroc (ADM).
The bridge is also an important
part of the new 42km bypass and

will serve the city of Tamesna,
which has been poorly connected
to road networks.
Mustapha Asli, director-general
of Transport Asli, said that his and
other transport companies would
greatly benefit from the bridge.
“The bridge will save us at least
30% of the time that trucks usually
spend on the old road that links Rabat with Sale due to the numerous
traffic lights, which slow down the
traffic flow,” he said.
“We will also save on fuel costs
with a smoother traffic and hence
less pollution and fewer accidents.”
Rabat resident Anouar Samir said
he noticed less congestion around
Hay Riyad neighbourhood during
peak hours after the opening of the
bridge.
“It’s a great news for Rabat, which
is going to see a dramatic change in
traffic” in some areas, Samir said.
ADM predicts daily traffic of

50,000 vehicles at the bypass.
The bridge, which spans the Bou
Regreg river, will be illuminated at
night with a lighting system able
to display 16 million colours. The
use of light-emitting diode (LED)
technology is expected to make the
lighting 75% more energy efficient
than with conventional bulbs.

Morocco’s Autoroutes
du Maroc predicts
daily traffic of 50,000
vehicles at the
bypass.
“I have never seen a bridge like
this in my entire life. The lighting
is simply breathtaking,” said Casablanca resident Ahmed Ait Lahcen,
who stopped at the edge of the
bridge to take a selfie.
Construction of the bridge, which
took five years, had to overcome

many hurdles, said Minister of
Equipment, Transport and Logistics Aziz Rabbah.
Among them were landowners’
legal complaints and technical difficulties of diverting water pipes
and electricity cables
The bypass is part of Morocco’s
road plan 2035, which aims to build
new roads and improve current
ones in the next 25 years, with isolated rural areas among the biggest
beneficiaries.
Minister of Economy and Finance
Mohamed Boussaid said Morocco’s
equipment and infrastructure “are
an essential lever for the competitiveness of the national economy.
“Road infrastructure also helps
to boost the economy and lure
more foreign investments,” he said.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.

Panama Papers
show Italian
bribes’ path to
Algeria: ICIJ
Shell companies created by the
law firm behind the “Panama Papers” played a central role in alleged
Italian bribes paid to Algerian officials for energy contracts, an investigative journalism group said.
In revelations from the leak of
millions of internal records on offshore shell companies, the International Consortium of Investigative
Journalists (ICIJ) reported that the
law firm Mossack Fonseca had created companies through which Milan’s Saipem SpA allegedly paid $275
million to win $10 billion in oil and
gas deals.
ICIJ said prosecutors in Milan
claim Franco-Algerian businessman
Farid Bedjaoui used the offshore
entities to funnel bribes to Algerian
officials. He allegedly used one Mossack Fonseca-created shell company
to pass up to $15 million to relatives
of an Algerian Energy official.
Mossack Fonseca, a Panama City
firm that specialises in creating offshore companies, told ICIJ that its
actions were legal and several steps
removed from the actions of its clients or their associates.
(Agence France-Presse)
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GCC-British Economic Forum tackles Brexit
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

T

he second GCC-British
Economic Forum, which
included lengthy discussions about Brexit,
brought together policymakers and senior industry representatives from the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and the United
Kingdom.
Organised by the Arab British
Chamber of Commerce (ABCC), the
forum was titled Vision, Challenges
and Ambitions: Integration Prospects for a Better Future.
It was officially opened by ABCC
Secretary-General Afnan Al-Shuaib.
Attendees included Saudi Ambassador to the United Kingdom Prince
Mohammed bin Nawaf, GCC Secretary-General Abdul Latif al-Zayani,
Saudi Minister of Commerce and Investment Majid al-Qasabi and Britain’s Prince Andrew, who gave the
inaugural address.
“The relationship between the
United Kingdom and the GCC has
always been important; it has always been based on mutual friendship and respect and cooperation
and collaboration,” Prince Andrew
said.

The second
GCC-British Economic
Forum brought
together policymakers
and senior industry
representatives.
“The circumstances we now find
ourselves in mean that that history
has been brought up right here to
the present day. Now we are looking
at relationships in the region in a
subtly different way,” he said, referencing Britain’s referendum to leave
the European Union.
“The GCC is a very, very important trading partner for the United
Kingdom — be that inside or outside
the European Union — and probably
more so with the UK once we are

out of the European Union,” he said.
“Yes, there is going to be a period
of difficulty and uncertainty while a
huge range of knotty subjects have
to be negotiated… but at the end of
that I believe there are opportunities not only for the United Kingdom but also the GCC.”
The keynote address by Zayani
stressed the economic and social
challenges facing the GCC, while
highlighting the security issues of
concern to the entire Middle East
region.

Organised by the Arab
British Chamber of
Commerce (ABCC), the
forum was titled

Vision, Challenges and
Ambitions: Integration
Prospects for a Better
Future.
Zayani said he was confident in
the British government’s ability to
implement the Brexit referendum,
adding that the GCC and Britain will
continue developing their partnership in both the political and economic fields.
Qasabi spoke about the need for
regional reform.
“The forces of change we face
include a dramatic drop in revenue
from oil, a rapidly growing young
population, with around 50% of
GCC nationals under the age of 30,
a shortage of jobs for our young
population, the need to expand our
infrastructure and services at least
as fast as our population growth
and the need to diversify our economy and improve production and
competitiveness against a backdrop
of slowing global growth and increased competition,” Qasabi said.
He added that the kingdom
was addressing these challenges
through national initiatives such
as its Vision 2030 reform plan and
through GCC initiatives.
“At the regional GCC level, the
GCC has adopted [Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud’s] vision
to consolidate GCC cooperation in

GCC Secretary-General Abdul Latif al-Zayani gives the keynote address at the second GCC-British
Economic Forum.
economic, political, social, military
and security fields and strengthen
the council’s role at the international arena,” he said.
Emphasising the traditional relationship between Britain and the
GCC, British Secretary of State for
International Trade Liam Fox said
that ties were deepening and broadening an already strong relation-

ship.
“We have set up a new Gulf fund,
committing 100 million pounds
($131 million) over five years to support collaboration on practical issues in our mutual interests, such
as cyber and national infrastructure
security,” Fox said.
The meeting addressed key
themes of mutual interest over five

sessions, each of which involved
leading experts presenting perspectives on the issues followed by a
question-and-answer session.
The sessions focused on economic reform, youth entrepreneurship,
social and economic development,
the role of public private partnerships in securing investment and
the effect of Brexit on the GCC.

The economic order is shaken by uncertainty

View poi nt

Jean
AbiNader

I

have just spent three
months in Jordan and
Lebanon. Watching the
spectacle of the US presidential politics from a
distance has had a sobering
effect on my usual quick retorts to
questions about US politics even
though I have been at it for
several decades in this part of the
world.
Arabs of all political stripes are
alarmed by both presidential
candidates, one because she is
well-known and carries a great
deal of negative baggage and the
other because his posturing is
both alarming and invigorating as
there is still a mystical glow
around hard-charging leaders in
this part of the world, as elsewhere.
It shouldn’t be surprising, I
suppose. The chaos that engulfs
the Middle East and North Africa
has much of its origins in the
upheaval of autocratic regimes
that once provided stability so
prized by international investors
and Western leadership. The
irony is that today, many in these
societies long for the law and
order days of the old regimes, as
long as they are not the targets of

There are few public
spaces in the Arab world
for logical economic
discussions in this age of
turbulence.

repression and human rights
violations. There is symmetry in
their yearning in the populist
rumblings across Europe and the
United States.
It does not matter where you are
in the region, from Marrakech to
Muscat, there is a tangible feeling
of uncertainty that has not abated
since the Arab uprisings five years
ago. Then, the differences
between rich and those not,
whether in terms of economic
disparity or political empowerment, were brought sharply into
focus. These disparities have not
changed and, in conflict-ridden
countries such as Syria and
Yemen, the notion of a “national”
consensus has all but collapsed
for the majority of people.
Even those in Morocco, Jordan
and Gulf Arab countries are not
immune to feeling that the stable
world order has not delivered
promised benefits of prosperity
and advancement that once
seemed so close at hand.
Indicative of the seismic shifts
that are going on are challenges to
the “economic order” that has
guided free market policies since
the 1980s. Rick Rowden recently
wrote in Foreign Policy about an
article in which an International
Monetary Fund (IMF) economist
questioned the efficacy two
cherished principles of its
Washington Consensus for
countries in financial crisis: fiscal
austerity during economic
slowdowns and the deregulation
of financial markets.
Commonly referred to by its
critics as “neoliberalism”, the
author challenges several of these

tenets for not achieving higher
growth rates as promised. In fact,
“fiscal austerity and increased
financial openness have often
exacerbated economic inequality,
which itself could become a drag
on future economic growth
rates”.
While noting that other IMF
principles have been more
successful in addressing issues of
growth, stability and capital
fluctuations, “Most strikingly, the
article infers that three policy
prescriptions long advocated by
the IMF’s critics — regulation of
some capital flows, Keynesian
fiscal stimulus policies, and
effective economic redistribution
— all have more merit than the
IMF has long contended.”
The 2008 financial crisis
demonstrated the weaknesses of
the IMF’s prescriptions for
economic inequality, stabilising
financial markets and reviving
economic growth. Most levels of
gross domestic product (GDP)
growth are failing to measure up
to levels before the crisis, hence
the continued populist angst and
anger feeding the unease that
benefits non-traditional political
candidates such as Donald Trump.
As Rowden concludes: “Today,
in a time when Thomas Piketty’s
critique of worsening economic
inequality is a best-seller, leading
US presidential candidates rail
against free trade deals, rightwing anti-immigrant parties win
elections across Europe, and even
the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development
calls on its members to put the
brakes on austerity, it’s clear that

It doesn’t
matter
where you
are in the
region, from
Marrakech
to Muscat,
there is a
tangible
feeling of
uncertainty.

the political centre, which has
favoured neoliberal policies for
the last 30 years, is no longer holding.”
The challenges of addressing
economic inequality, lower
growth rates and the resulting
depression in job quality and
compensation, are not going to
recede in the MENA region for
some time. Its prospects are
directly tied to world markets in
slow to marginal recovery.
The IMF is a convenient target
for critics looking for both a hand
up and to avoid responsibility for
decades of mismanagement.
There are few public spaces in the
Arab world for logical economic
discussions in this age of turbulence where loud voices in Britain
and the United States offer to
damn trade deals, erect barriers,
punish corporations and target
immigrants. These are not a basis
for sustainable policies, especially
in an integrated world economy
that is more rather than less
integrated.
Yet, this has not deterred those
who want to avoid either their
national responsibilities or roles
in the larger global family. As
Rowden noted in Foreign Policy:
“The cynics who provide comfort
for those delusions are as dangerous as the extremists.” It is a
rough road ahead that will not be
repaired easily.
Jean AbiNader resides in the
Washington area and is a longtime participant in US-Arab
affairs. Other articles can be found
at www.jeanabinader.com. Follow
him on Twitter: @jeanabinader.
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Arab women athletes competing in Rio
Samar Kadi

Beirut

W

ar,
displacement,
poor
facilities,
scarce funds and
social pressures will
not stop Arab women athletes from competing at the
Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro.
“Of course the absence of equipment and facilities hinders the efficiency of my training. However,
my ambition to make a record helps
me overcome all hindrances on the
way,” said Egyptian diver Maha Abdel Salam, 17.
Abdel Salam is among 121 athletes
representing Egypt at the Olympics.
The delegation includes 36 women,
the largest female representation in
decades.
Abdel Salam has been preparing
for the Games for months, training
three times a day and strictly following a diet prescribed by her Chinese coach.
“We have big dreams of making
history and I think we are more than
capable of doing just that,” Abdel
Salam said.

For Syrian athletes,
the odds are greater,
compounded by war
and scarce funds.
For Syrian athletes, the odds are
greater, compounded by war and
scarce funds. Even after five years
of devastating conflict, Syria will
be represented at the Rio Games by
seven athletes, three of whom are
women.
“Most of the participants will be
competing in track and field and
athletic sports. They have been
mainly preparing for the big day in
training camps abroad,” journalist
Mohamad Abbas said.
Female swimmer Bayan Juma has
been able to train thanks to a scholarship from the Russian sports federation. “She has been working hard

for the past two years and is actually
training with Russian athletes. The
same applies to Ghofran Mohammad, who has trained in several
camps abroad and will be competing in athletics,” Abbas said.
In addition to the official Syrian
team, two Syrian athletes, including
18-year-old female swimmer Yusra
Mardini, will be part of the first refugee team to compete at the Olympic
Games. Like millions of compatriots, Mardini fled violence at home
and is settled in Germany where she
trained with the help of the German
federation. She and her sister Sarah
were among Syria’s brightest swimming stars until the war interrupted
their progress.

Saudi Arabia will be
sending four women
Olympians to Rio in
2016.
Libyan swimmer Daniah Hagul,
17, is the sole woman representing her country at the Games. Few
women have ever represented Libya
at the Olympics but for Hagul, her
parents’ decision to go into exile to
Malta in the 1990s was a catalyst.
In Libya, very few girls know how
to swim or would wear a swimming
suit in public but, being raised in the
Mediterranean island, she started
swimming at the age of 4. In addition to defying conservative mindsets and social pressure, Hagul was
faced with financial challenges because of conflict in Libya. A crowdfunding campaign, “Help fund Daniah’s Olympic dream” collected
more than $7,700 to finance the cost
of training and coaching.
Lebanese women athletes outnumber men in the nine-member
team. “Lebanese women have
always had a good presence in
sports… We have athletes who are
completely dedicated to training.
Some have taken leave from work
to be able to move from one training
camp to another inside and outside
Lebanon,” said Mazen Ramadan,
the head of Lebanon’s Olympic del-

Olympic refugee team member Yusra Mardini practices at the Olympic Aquatics Stadium ahead of the
Rio Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on July 28th.
egation to Rio.
Table tennis player Mariana Sahakian qualified for the Rio Olympic
Games by winning the Hong Kong
Olympics Qualification tournament. She recently returned from
a 15-day training camp in China.
“It was a good experience as I was
practicing with Chinese coaches
and players, the number one in the
world,” Sahakian said before travelling to Rio.
Sahakian said she hopes to
achieve good results: “We are going
such a long way from Lebanon to
Rio and I will do my best to make it
worthwhile.”
After the landmark participation
of its two women athletes in the
2012 Olympics, Saudi Arabia will
be sending four women Olympi-

ans to Rio in 2016 to represent the
conservative kingdom. They will be
competing in judo, fencing and running.
Female athletic representation
from other Gulf Cooperation Countries (GCC) is also set to increase,
although the majority competing
will not do so under the International Olympic Committee’s traditional qualifying system but rather
through its wild-card system.
From the United Arab Emirates,
four female athletes will compete
in running events and weightlifting.
Qatar, which like neighbouring Saudi Arabia had female participation
for the first time in 2012, will send
two female athletes, a swimmer and
a sprinter.
Bahrain will be sending more fe-

male athletes to the Rio Games than
males, with 14 women competitors
and 12 males. They will compete in
track and field events.
Tunisia fields 19 female athletes
for the Games, including worldclass runner Habiba Ghribi, who
won the gold medal in the 3,000m
steeplechase four years ago at the
London Games.
Morocco also sends 19 female athletes to the Olympics and Algeria’s
Olympic team includes ten women.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly’s
Travel and Society sections
editor. Amr Emam in Cairo, Khalil
Hamlo in Damascus, Mohammed
Alkhereiji in London and Lamine
Ghanmi in Tunis contributed to
this report.

Israel hinders world athletes’ entry to West Bank
Malak Hasan

Ramallah

P

Taekwondo fighters spar at the opening of an international competition in Ramallah, West Bank.

alestinians
celebrated
hosting and doing extremely well at the first
Open International Taekwondo G1 Tournament in
spite of an Israeli attempt to foil
the sports event by barring athletes
from entering the West Bank.
The tournament, which took
place in mid-July at Birzeit University north of Ramallah, was the first
international taekwondo competition on Palestinian soil. Participating athletes came from about two
dozen countries, including South
Korea, the United States, Spain,
Sweden, Russia, Turkey, Iraq, Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, Libya, Morocco
and Tunisia.
Palestinian participants claimed
60 medals — the most of any participating countries. Jordan was next
with 58 medals while Morocco won
seven, Turkey four and the United
States one medal.
Jibril Rajoub, president of the
Palestinian Olympic Committee,
said the tournament was a perfect
opportunity for the Palestinian
people to connect with the world
through sport, which has become a
common language that defies borders.
Although this was not the first international competition that Palestine hosted, it was the first tournament involving an individual sport.
More than 350 participants from
23 countries were expected to compete in the tournament but Israel
barred dozens of athletes as well
as entire teams from entering the

West Bank. The Israeli action was
viewed as an attempt to undermine
an international event many Palestinians considered a symbol of independence and sovereignty.
Head of the Palestinian Taekwondo Union Omar Kabha said Israel undermined the event as well
as the athletes’ right to practice
sports freely.
“Israel is a member of the [International] Olympic Committee
and yet it failed to comply with the
Olympic fundamental principles,
which state that ‘every individual
must have the possibility of practicing sport, without discrimination of any kind and in the Olympic
spirit’,” he said.

Israel also prevented
35 team members and
staff from the Gaza
Strip from coming to
the West Bank to
participate.
Kabha said Israel did not issue
entry permits for Nigerian and Kyrgyzstani team members in addition
to a number of Jordanians.
“A Turkish and a Jordanian coach
arrived at the borders but were
forced to turn around and miss the
championship,” he noted.
Moroccan athletes spent many
hours at the Israeli crossing, which
Kabha argued was an attempt to
isolate Palestinians from the international sports community.
Israel also prevented 35 team
members and staff from the Gaza
Strip from coming to the West Bank
to participate.
Mohammad Hajaj, media coordinator at the Olympic committee,
said: “Gaza’s athletes have prac-

ticed day and night to compete at
the tournament, with the youngest girl being only 9. She and many
other kids dream about competing
and winning.”
Palestinians in Gaza and the West
Bank cannot travel freely and have
to apply for special Israeli travel
and entry permits, a process that
proves extremely difficult when
criteria and procedures are not
clear.
Gisha, the Legal Centre for Freedom of Movement, said most Israeli protocols and procedures are not
made public, which is in violation
of Israeli Freedom of Information
Act 5758-1998.”
Palestinians in the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip are not aware
of the criteria according to which
their applications are approved or
denied. The same applies to foreigners trying to enter the West
Bank.
Kabha said that, while several
athletes were able to apply for entry visas through embassies abroad
and others received a visa upon arrival at the borders, “we tried to get
visas for 250 participants but only
170 were issued. No reason for the
rejection was given to the Palestinian side.”
Mohammad Yousef, 30, who attended the tournament, said Israel
partially succeeded in undermining the tournament by barring Palestinian and international athletes
from entering the West Bank, putting several obstacles in the way of
those who were allowed entry and
delaying teams for hours at borders.
Malak Hasan is a reporter based in
Ramallah.
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How Islam’s two holiest cities went virtual
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

I

talian photographer Luca Locatelli, on assignment in March
for the New York Times, was
granted access to Islam’s two
holiest cities for a photo essay.
Armed with 360-degree, virtualreality video cameras, Locatelli,
together with a local journalist and
producer, spent 14 days in Mecca
and Medina, creating a short film
that has had millions of internet
views.
Titled Pilgrimage: A 21st Century
Journey Through Mecca and Medina, the film documents the sights
and sounds of Mecca and Medina,
allowing viewers to experience the
journey almost as if they were there.
“As far as we knew, this had never
been done in Mecca or Medina before,” Saudi journalist and television producer Essam al-Ghalib said.
“I have done a lot of production
work for various global news organisations over the past decade
and, when I was approached by Mr
Locatelli, I knew it was something
special. It was certainly the most
meaningful and important project
of my career as this film would
help people understand Islam and
Muslims like nothing I have ever
worked on before.”
Using prototype new technology cameras, Locatelli, Ghalib and
Saudi film-maker Seif al-Mutairi
produced a film that the New York
Times has promoted in its print edition with colour full-page ads.
Using the Times’ virtual-reality
app or 360-degree video on YouTube or Facebook, viewers can look
all around, experiencing what the
team saw and heard.
“Luca showed Seif and I how to
operate the GoPro 360 prototype
and the Panono cameras and told
us to film anything and everything
we wanted. So, as Luca shot still
photos at the various locations we
chose, Seif and I shot the video.”
Ghalib said a problem arose that
almost caused the production to be
cancelled.
“Filming inside the Grand
Mosque with professional cameras
requires a permit and that’s where
the biggest problem we faced was,”

Luca Locatelli at the Prophet’s Mosque in Medina. (Photo by Seif Al-Mutairi)
he said. “Despite our best efforts
and contacts, Luca and I couldn’t
get a permit to film inside the Grand
Mosque. I mean, I thought that being with [the New York Times], we
would be granted a permit instantly
but I was wrong.”
The team was told by the General Presidency for the Affairs of
the Holy Mosque and Prophet’s
Mosque that permits were issued
in rare and unique situations that
usually involved visiting foreign
dignitaries.
“Well, as you can imagine, this
was a major, major problem. How
can we do a project titled Pilgrimage without showing the very place
pilgrims make the pilgrimage to? It
would be like making a film about
cowboys but without guns and
horses in it,” Ghalib said.
The team was cautioned by the

Ministry of Information not to attempt filming inside the Grand
Mosque.
“My contact at the Ministry of
Information, who was always most
helpful in getting us permits, told
us, ‘Don’t try shooting pictures or
videos in the Grand Mosque with
those cameras’,” Ghalib said.

Locatelli circled the
Kaaba a few times,
lowering the cameras
whenever police or
Grand Mosque
officials approached.
There are hundreds of security
cameras and live broadcast cameras in the Grand Mosque and if
they were caught, it would be a big
problem.

For 12 days the team tried to get
a permit. With Locatelli having only
two days left in Mecca, the pressure
was mounting, so the team decided
to take a chance.
“We decided to hide the cameras
in special bags we bought and went
in through the most crowded entrances and easily blended in sticking to large crowds of people,” Mutairi said.
“We figured that it would be best
that Luca be the one to film inside
the Grand Mosque because he was
a foreigner and in his passport his
visa stated he was a guest of the
Ministry of Culture and Information and a photographer. It was
good enough where, if anyone
stopped us, they may not make an
issue for us.”
With his team acting as lookouts,
Locatelli circled the Kaaba a few

times, lowering the cameras whenever police or Grand Mosque officials approached.
“Personally, it was bizarre to be
in the Grand Mosque breaking the
rules, worrying about getting detained for doing something that we
felt was essentially a service to Islam and Muslims,” Ghalib said, “but
we made it out safely with the footage that you see in the film.”
Locatelli was later invited to
Saudi Arabia as part of a Bloomberg
News team that interviewed Saudi
Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz about the
Vision 2030 plan. Locatelli spent
eight hours at the Royal Court photographing the prince for the article.
Since the release of the film,
Ghalib said he has received positive
feedback from the Saudi Ministry of
Culture and Information.

Foreign artists reflect on relationships with Beirut
Jimmy Dabbagh
Beirut

M

any people living in
the Lebanese capital,
Beirut, would readily describe their relationship with the
city as somewhat complicated
and shrouded with instability and
uncertainty. This element of unpredictability is perhaps what has
attracted a wave of international
artists, many of whom would cite
the city’s inherent turmoil and
contradictions as driving forces for
their creativity.
In an abandoned 19th-century
mansion of seven rooms in Beirut’s
Mar Mikhael district, seven foreign
artists came together in a joint art
exhibition — 7 Rooms 7 Artists — reflecting on their relationships with
the city in which they choose to live
and work.
The artists are German Cornelia
Krafft, Lithuanian Ieva Saudargaite,
Italian Marcello Carrozzini, Iranian
Niloufar Afnan, Spaniard Ana Serrano and Americans Gianna Dispenza
and Lee Frederix.
“I wanted to have a different eye
(perception) on our city,” curator
Toufic el-Zein said. “At a time when
lots of young (Lebanese) are leaving the country, there are foreigners
with no links to Beirut who choose
to live here.
“I chose that venue because it

Outside banner of 7 Rooms 7
Artists exhibition in Beirut

represents the past splendour of
Beirut, which is unfortunately deteriorating and probably won’t exist
anymore. So the foreign artists had
a conversation with the city, they
explained what they had to say to
Beirut through these rooms in this
house.”
A faint, glowing light comes from
a room that used to be the mansion’s kitchen, where Krafft’s Come
Home and Eat the Moon with Me,
(Part III) invites the viewer for “a
symbolic meal into the oven of the
family”, as the text asserts. Krafft’s
work ruminates on preserving a
sense of communality, tradition
and memory that are threatened to
disappear.
With parts of the room fashioned
to resemble a traditional kitchen,
Krafft achieves an authentic feel to
the installation, which is offset by
unusual additions to the room. At
the centre, a cylindrical light structure made of overlaying loaves of
bread dimly illuminates the space.
Beneath the dreamy ambience
that the piece elicits, Krafft said that
a harsher reality served to drive the
work forward.
“I started working with Arabic
bread two years ago in Berlin. The
Syrian war had proceeded so much
by then that daily bread was missing. It was also the link to the idea
that if you have nothing left, how
can you survive?” Krafft explained.
“It’s a repetition of poverty and
disastrous wars and of people being
left with nothing. The bread is sym-

bolic in every religion. It is coherent
in everyday life. I wanted to have a
broader image.”
Having returned to Germany after
six years in Beirut, Krafft observed
that the city left a mark on her. “Six
years in Lebanon changed me so
much that I am back here fully engaged as an artist,” she said. “I think
for me this is the place that shows
the reality of conflict, beauty and
possibilities in any way of living.
I find it more inspiring. It’s a lovehate relationship for sure.”
A room that holds Frederix’s Despite All My Rage: The Lamentations
of Enkidu is less comforting. Referencing the journey of Enkidu from
The Epic of Gilgamesh and how he
was tempted by Shamhat, the artist reimagines a map of Mar Mikhael
using reclaimed pieces of wood that
lead to a half-dug pit. Above the pit,
a wooden cage attached to a pulley
floats eerily.
Frederix refers to Beirut as an “organised mess”, much like the seemingly calculated visual chaos that
extends throughout his installation.
“I am a bit of a gypsy by spirit,”
he said. “I’ve lived in three different
countries and 30 different homes
in my life but I’ve been here for 15
years, so Beirut has sort of become
a home for me.
“As I started developing this
idea of home and sketching it out,
the second idea began to crystallise, which was the idea of being
trapped. I realise that the more I
build myself a sense of home, meta-

phorically and physically, the harder it is to leave.”
At first glance the view of a suspended black skin of an SUV is as
curious as it is arresting. Designed
by Saudargaite, a Lithuanian-Lebanese artist, the installation is a powerful critique of the disruptive and
corrupt nature of Lebanon’s political class. The installation refers to a
controversial highway project that
threatens to destroy many historic
buildings in the area, including the
mansion.

Many international
artists cite the city’s
inherent turmoil and
contradictions as
driving forces for their
creativity.
“These are the kinds of things
that the political regime does, they
decide to finance projects that are
not necessarily serving citizens but
most likely their own benefits,” she
said.
“It also stemmed from a personal
frustration with living in the city
and being aggressed by these political convoys that roam and rage
on the roads. They occupy a lot of
space and are like big bullies.”
Photographs of tinted SUVs
around the room serve to emphasise the ambiguity of these vehicles.
Jimmy Dabbagh is a journalist
based in Beirut and contributes
cultural articles to The Arab Weekly.
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Agenda
Beiteddine:
Through August 9th
The Beiteddine Art Festival, in
picturesque Beiteddine in the
Chouf mountains, has a variety of
performances, including opera,
concerts, theatre and art exhibitions. The festival welcomes
more than 50,000 visitors, as
well as numerous star performers. Buika, Seal and Kadim Al
Sahir are to perform at this year’s
festival.

Carthage:
Through August 20th
The Carthage International Festival is one of the most compelling
arts and cultural events in North
Africa, drawing a mix of local and
international performers to Tunisia over a period of several weeks.
It takes place at the Carthage
amphitheatre.

El Jem:
Through August 20th
Night concert in El Jem amphitheatre.

The night train to El
Jem’s magical shows
Roua Khlifi

El Jem, Tunisia

T

he night train trip to El
Jem is no ordinary journey. Musicians play to
entertain passengers, who
impatiently await arrival
to the Roman amphitheatre in El
Jem.
Once there, the lights of the Roman amphitheatre shine into the
sky, inviting visitors in. Inside the
theatre, the opening show of the
31st International El Jem Festival of
Symphonic Music, featuring classical artists from around the world,
kicked off with a performance of
Carmina Burana by the National Radio Company of Ukraine Symphony
Orchestra.
The festival, running through August 20th, is an opportunity for fans
of symphonic music to discover a
variety of performances presented
by international orchestras in the
majestic El Jem amphitheatre.
The El Jem Amphitheatre, 160km
south of Tunis, used to be the site
of Roman games and battles. The

Outside the El Jem amphitheatre.

impressive ruins in the 21st century
host classical artists who play music
for hundreds of concertgoers in the
light of candles that decorate the
steps of the venue.
Since its launch in 1986, the festival has aimed to promote cultural
tourism. It showcases classical
music and attracted a specialised
audience. Since 2015, the festival
has been organised by the Association of the International Festival of
Symphonic Music of El Jem, which
is in charge of cultural activities in
the town.
“The festival was founded in 1986
by Mohamed Ennaceur, the mayor
of El Jem then and the speaker of
the Tunisian parliament in the present day,” said Mabrouk Laayouni,
president of the Association of the
International Festival. “This year,
we are celebrating the 31st edition
of a festival that has helped promote cultural tourism primarily and
continued to do so till today.”
Outside the amphitheatre, hundreds of concertgoers line up in
front of the gates. They come from
different parts of Tunisia and different countries to enjoy the music and
the unique setting of the festival.

Laayouni said: “The festival
works along with travel agencies
to attract tourists to attend the festival during the months of July and
August. One of the objectives of the
festival is to promote the town as a
destination for cultural tourism in a
way that visitors plan their summer
according to the programme of the
shows.”
Since the festival is hosted in the
amphitheatre of El Jem, concertgoers have the opportunity to discover
the history and culture of the place
as well as international symphonic
orchestras. Classified as a UNESCO
World Heritage, the Amphitheatre
of El Jem is a stunning venue where
classical musicians entertain festival-goers to the magic of art shows
intertwined with the splendour of
history.
“The audience should come not
only to enjoy the music but also
to enjoy the beauty of the place
at night with its special lighting,”
Laayouni added.
Laayouni said the festival was established as part of a national policy
to promote specialised festivals.
“During the ‘80s, the government
encouraged the creation of festivals

specialised in certain musical genres, which brought about the idea
of having a symphonic festival especially since the amphitheatre inspires that kind of music,” he said.
While organisers expressed joy at
the success of the opening performance, they highlighted the importance of the role such a festival has
in reviving tourism in the interior of
Tunisia.

The festival, running
through August 20th,
is an opportunity for
fans of symphonic
music.
“The festival was opened by an
orchestra that has not played in Tunis for a quarter of a century. It was
a moment of meeting between Tunisians from different parts of the
country and also tourists who have
come from different places,” Laayouni said.
“It was an opportunity for tourists to leave their hotels and discover the interior regions through attendance of a concert at the famous
amphitheatre of El Jem. Tunisia is
finally reviving its prestigious image. The success of the first show
paved the way for a successful second show with the Vienna Orchestra. These shows attracted a record
attendance.”
To draw visitors from nearby
towns and Tunis, organisers provided train trips to help concertgoers get to and from the concert.
“There is a special train that takes
visitors from Tunis to El Jem and
waits for the audience to take them
back to Tunis, making a few stops
on the way. The Tunisian railway
company collaborated with the festival to ensure the trips,” Laayouni
said.
This year’s International El Jem
Festival of Symphonic Music includes seven weekly shows by orchestras from Austria, Ukraine,
Italy and South Africa as well as
Tunisia.
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor to The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

About 160km south of Tunis, El
Jem Roman amphitheatre hosts
classical musicians from all over
the world for El Jem International
Festival of Symphonic Music. In its
31st year, the festival programme
includes shows of symphonic and
orchestral music from Ukraine,
Italy, Austria, South Africa and
Tunisia.

Baalbek, Lebanon:
Through August 28th
Set in the Roman ruins in the city
of Baalbek in eastern Lebanon,
the International Baalbek Festival
stages opera, classical music, pop
and jazz concerts, modern and
classical dance by international
and local artists. The 2016 festival
hosts artists Mika, Abeer Nehme,
Jean Michel Jarre, Lisa Simone
and others.

Dubai:
September 2nd-4th
Considered one of the greatest
comic operas composed, The Barber of Seville will be performed at
the Dubai Opera. The opera was
written by Gioachino Rossini,
who focused his story on the
adventures of handsome young
Count Almaviva as he courts the
lovely Rosina despite her jealous
guardian’s attempts to stop him.

Byblos:
September 8th-12th
The Lebanon Latin Festival takes
place in Edde Sands with more
than 90 artists from around the
world. Dance workshops will be
given in Salsa, Bachata, Kizomba,
cha cha cha, hip-hop, Samba,
Lambada, Oriental, Dabke and
Afro-Cubano. Performances are
also scheduled.

Marrakech:
September 16th-18th
The Oasis Music Festival celebrates electronic music. In its
second year, the festival takes
place at the Source Music Resort
in Marrakech and includes three
days of performances from
international electronic musicians such as David August, Omar
Souleyman and Prins Thomas.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.
Please send tips to:
editor@thearabweekly.com

